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ADVERTISING

Skysailor
Official Publication Of The Hang
Gliding Federation of Australia
kysailor appears 12 times per year as a service
to members . For non-members living in
Australia the subscription is Aus. $50 pa . Overseas
magazine subscription is Aus. $65 (sent Economy
Air), Aus $95 Airmail. Cheques should be made
payable to and sent to HGFA
Contributions are needed. Articles, photographs
and illustrations are all acceptable although the
editor reserves the right to edit or del ete contributions where necessary.
Articles of unknown origin will NOT be published
and all contributions should be accompanied by the
contributor's name, address and HGFA number for
verification purposes.
Neither HGFA nor the editor assume responsibility
for the material or opinions presented in Skysailor.
Copyright in Skysailor is vested in the HGFA
Copyright in articles and other contributions is
vested in each of the authors in respect of their
contribution.
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SKYSAILOR CONTRIBUTIONS
All Skysailor contributions to:
Marie J etTery
PO Box 401, ALSTONVILLE 2477
Fax: (066) 285117
Ph: (066) 280356
8am-8pm
Keep the articles coming!!
We will give $50 per month for the best cover photo
sent in. It can be a black and white, colour photo or
slide.
All photos will be sent back if requested. Please supply
a stamped, self addressed envelope for their return.

DEADLINE
15th of the month (for the following month's issue!)
for contributions, market place, etc. Market plaoe is
free to lln.!w£i.J!.I members - please quote your numberotherwise a charge ofS5 per ad is applicable.

Advertising rates are available from the Editor. All ads
must be paid in advance. Layout, separations and extra
work incur additional cost
Markel Place ads are to be directed to the Editor.
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1UMUT NSW 2720
Tel (069) 472 888, Fx/AH Answer Machine 069474328
PRESIDENT: Rohan Grant
002311112 H, 002 337638 W, 002 333311 Fax
OPERATIONS MANAGER
Craig Worth
Mobile: 018 657419
Ph/Fx 065 592713
For infonnation about site ratings, sites and other local
matters, contact the appropriate state
association/region or club.
Southern Region NSW
25 Beverley Ave
Warilla NSW 2528
Pres. James Nathaniel

(042) 971923

Northern NSW Region
Pres. Dane Snelling
Sec. Ian Duncan
Treas. Glenn Salmon

029131294
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029180091

ACI1IGA
POBox 3496
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Sec. Gary Lilley
(06) 2925302
Pres. Phil Robinson
018625181
SSO. Grant Heaney
062941466

Sth Qld
PO Box 149
Kenmore Q 4069
Pres. Tony Giammichele
073584101
Sec/PR James Christensen,
072026342H
078642788W

Nth Qld:12 VanEldik Av
Andergrove Q 4740
Pres. Dave Lamont
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Sec{frs: Ron Huxhagen
(079) 552913

OGAWA
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South Perth 6151
Pres Danny Byrne
(09) 4449920 H
09 3167628 W

VicHGA
PO Box 400
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31 Hillside Cres
West Launceston 7250

Pres John Twomey
(03) 3972612 H
Sec Tony Hughs
052 438245 AH

Sec. Steve Cameron
(003) 311561 H

SAHGA
Unit 12 3 G1enburnie St
Seaton SA 5023
Sec. Steve Hoeffs
(08) 452487 H
(08) 2595991 W
Fax (08) 2597115 W

PGConvenor
Stuart Andrews
PO Box 9
Tooma NSW 2642
(069) 484461

Trike Committee members:
Kevin Magennis, Convener, 018 181071
Johanne Parniczky, Sec, Newcastle, Ph 049 307895
Paul Mollison, Certification, Newcastle 049 570216
Neville Hoger, Registration, Mackay 079 577142
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HGFAMerchandise
Support your sport!
\
Official HGFA T-shirt featuring breast pocket, colour logo and quote on the back
Cap
Leather Key Ring - metal with full colour enamel logo
Metal Lapel Badge
Car stickers
Embroidered badge
••• Topographic maps for all areas at discount prices ...

$19.95
9.00
6.95
4.95
2.00
2.95

Please add $2.50 pp for all orders

HGFA, PO Box 558, TumutNSW 2720, Ph: 069-472888, Fx: 069-474328
Discounts available for bulk purchases
Actual

June 1994

Cheque, money order, bankcard, visa and mastercard accepted, phone orders welcome
[rom those shown. Terms: oayment with order. Delivery 14 days when ex stock.
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CLUBS
Queensland
Cairns HG Club
Pres Warwick GiU
070563333
Sec Kevin Gilligan
070553343
NevAkers
070512438 W
Capricorn
Skyriders Oub Inc
Pres Brian Hampson
079226527
Sec Bron Ahem
079262237
Brian Smith
079287858
Canungra HG Club Inc
Pres. Nick Dillane
075991363
Sec. Dean Hone
072066597
SSO. KenHill
075435631
Gladstone HG Club
31 WilsonSt
Gladstone Q 4680
Pres. Colan McGree
079722477
018770912
Sec. Dave Kennedy
079781329
Sunshine Coast H G Club
(Qld)
Sec. Robert Keen
074455642
Pres. Ron Rimkus
074821664
SSO.Dave Cookman
074498573
Townsville HG Assoc Inc
Pres Brad Cooper
077792853
Vice-Pres Graham Seplate
077 732913
Sec Robin Dawson

077890284 H
077 819432W
SSO Graeme Etherton
077733580
Gary Rogers
077792645
Wbltsundays HG CL
Pres. Greg Gunning
079598445
Sec. Ron Huxhagen
079552913
Treas. John Fielder
079577212
SSO. Niel Scobie
079591329
New South Wales
Byron Bay HG Club Inc
Pres Peter Aitken
06685335~

Sec. David Smith
066
SSO. Peter Aitken
066853358
meet 1st Wed ea month
Central Coast HG Club
(NSW)
Pres Garry Moulston
043344866
Sec Paul Gibbs
043341919
Site Officer Duncan Brown
043342406
2nd Thu Tuggerah Lakes
MemClub
Central West H G Club
Pres Len Paton
068537220
Sec. Jenny Ganderton
068 511533
Tres. Mark Madden
063622927
Christian Flyers
Ian Lobb
Stanwell Park
042941656
Cudgegong Valley HG

Club
Sec. Mark Cafe
063791310
SSO. Bruce Bareham
063791310
Great Lakes HGC Inc
Pres. Jim Parsons
065554077
Sec Steve Tinson
065558091
065545700W
SSO. Bob Barnes
065540416
lliawarra Hang
Gliding Club Inc
Meet: Illawaml
Yacht Club 1st Wed
Pres George Barrie
042855567
Sec Warwick Kelly
042261707
SSO. James Nathaniel
042261377
Kosciusko Alpine
Paragliding Club
ProAnne McRitchie
064576041
Sec. Allan Lebepuu
018484123
SSO.HeillZ Gloor
064567171
Lower Blue Mts HG
Club Inc
Pres. David Middleton
026236961
Sec. Michael Shyne
027243405
SSO. Nigel Felton
026282609
Mid North Coast HG
Assoc(NSW)
Pres. Paul Hazelgrove
018657366
Sec & SSO. Lee Scoll
065565265
Ben Leonard

065821966
Newcastle HG Club
Pres Simon Lewis
049261829
018689243
Sec Bill Olive
049213800W
"PG" Ian Ladyman
049498946
SSO. Ross Duncan
049431900
meet last Wed Souths
Leagues Club
Northern Beacbes HG
Club Inc (Sydney)
Pres: Jim Allen
029711715
Sec: Ian Duncan
029189962
SSO. Forrest Park
029972238
Stan well Park Club
Pres. Andrew Nethery
042943665
Sec. Annelies Norland
042942474
SSO. Keiran Tapsell
042942645
meet 730pm 1st Sun
ea month Helensburgh
Workers' Club
Sydney HG Club
Pres Clive Gilmour
042941261
Sec Steve Hocking
023274484
Sydney PG Club
Pres Tim Gearing
026321634
Sec & SSO Mark Mitsos
042674570

067821073
067821267
SSO.Pat Lenders
067729272

054 283185 ah
1st Wed Retreat Hot
226 Nicholson St
Abbotsford

Upper Blue Mts
HGClub
Pres Glen Thompson
063531239
Sec. Lucas Tribey
047871480

Western Victorian Hang
Gliding Club
Pres. Trevor Crud in
037478752
Tres. Phillip Campbell
053428569
Sec. Nicole Shalders
053492174
SSO. Rohan Holtkamp
053492845
Club meets last Sat ea
month at Golden Age
Hotel Beaufort

Victoria
Eastern HG Club
Peter Batcbelor
037353095
Andrew Philips
037580091 AH meet3rd
Wed York..on-Lilydale,
Lilydale
North East Victorian
HG Club Inc
Pres & SSO John Adams
057572945
Sec John Schilling
057522694
Treas & PG Geoff White
057562255
VHGA rep Peter Roper
037435365
Southern HG Club
Pres. Mike Slape
035438331 AH
1st Tues Anchor & Hope
Tav Chureh St Richmond
Sky High PG Club
Pres. Ken MitchelhiU
03 8879173 ah
03 2882480 bh
Sec. Christine Danger

Western Australia
The Great Sandy Desert
HGClub
Pres. Ian Sallie
091798487 H
Sec Joe Langford
091798655H
Dalwallinu HG Club
Pres. Jonathan Back
093418328 H
093817094W
Sec Mark Thompson
093673263 H
094917642W
Bastion Sky Bums
Wyndham WA
Sec. Steve Prior
091611269 H
091611043W
091 611279 fax

TamworthlManilla HGC
Andrew Pepper
067654520
018416258
Richard Riley

Hang Gliding Federation of Australia Inc
PO Box 558, Tumut NSW 2720
Ph: 069 47 2888, Fx: 069 474328
Assisted by the Australian Sports Commission
office use only

Membership Application
Name:

PhoneHm

.. . . . . . Address:
Occupation:

State:

Wk

Sex: M/F

. Postcode:
Birthdate:

Payment Details: $

. Cheque / Money Order / Mastercard / Bankcard / Visa

Expiry Date:

. Card #:

Signature:
HGFA Schedule of Fees
$ 125 12 months (FULL) Membership
$115 (Nth -NSW) 12mths FliLLMembersbi p
$ 135 (SA) 12 mths FULL membership

$15

Trial/lnstructiooal Aigbt(TIf)
7 Days total available througp instructors only

$50
$65

(I 2 issues)"Skysailor" Subscriptioo (Nonfly)

$20
$50

Overseas (Sent Airmait)

Rejoirung Administration Fee

$95
$5
$15

Sbort Term Membership (4 montbs)

$10

Comps Manual

Visiting Pilot Membership (4 months)

$5

Tow Manuals

$25
$45
$45

4

PHO Pilots Operational Levy
Additional Family Member (12 mootbs)

Overseas (sent SAL)

FAllicence

PHO Ops Manual

SKYSAILOR

Here on the north coast winter flying has been at its best with
clear sunny days. As you will read in the club section, the change
of season certainly hasn't stopped the Canungra pilots.
I've even managed to attend a couple of fly-ins lately, albeit
flying a Drifter but at least I got some airtime. The Inglewood flyin
was superb as usual with all aspects of flying operating side-byside without problem. Although the Barron did make a couple of
pilots nervous! It was great to see so many old faces and put names
to the new ones. And of course we brought the overdue rain for the

The Moyes stand at the /nduga 94, the biggest hang gliding &
paragliding show in Germany with around 13,000
people attending annually

area!
Thanks must go to James Nathaniel for his efforts in compiling
the accident data base. You'll find some interesting facts on pages
11 and 12. If you are interested in any other accident statistics such
accidents by ratings etc, contact James or myself.

detennining cloud base and to Warwick Duncan for the tips on
winter flying, some of which can be applied further north.
In future issues we hope to bring you some comments from each
of the board members, as well as more technical articles. If you

There is a thought provoking article on hang gliders and control-

would like a particular topic covered, let me know so that I can fmd

led airspace. Since a lot of our flying is undertaken in or near

someone with the knowledge and we'll do our best to come up with

controlled airspace, it makes sense to know the altitudes of your

an article.

site and the lower limits of controlled airspace.

Until next month, safe flying,
Marie Jeffery

Special thanks this month to Godfrey Wenness for his article on

THE MOST DANGEROUS PART OF FLYING IS THE TRIP TO THE AIRPORT
Should the crunch come have your vehicle repaired by a
fellow pilot & panel beater PAUL MARCHANT.

... i-4'~A

....n~111
24 hour towing:
5538300

Phone:
587 5469
• Baked enamel - 3 year guarantee.
• Caroliner - guaranteed frame repairs to
factory specifications.
• 24 HOUR TOWING COVERING
SYDNEY METRO AREA

• SpeCialising in prestige & 4WD vehicles.

• Retrievals of non-drivable accidents
damaged vehicles from country N.SW
• Full claims service for all insurance
companies. You phone us - we do the rest.
• Recommended repairer for major
insurance companies.
• Mobile quoting - if you can't come to us
- we come to you.

• Service to the whole of N.SW
• Free pick-up delivery Sydney metro area.

MODERN SMASH REPAIRS
44 Princes Highway Kogarah New South Wales 2217
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Mind Where You Park.. ,
Dear Marie
Just a friendly warning to any pilots intending
to fly Tumut. The problem isn't the flying but
rather some of the non-flying local population,
especially from the neighbouring town of Gundagai.
It appears that hang gliders on top of a car
roof are not as safe as we someti mes take for
granted. Beinga stranger to the area and visiting
for the recent "Wing TIps" fly-in, I noticed a lot
of visiting pilots choosing to stay for the night
at the local pubs in Gundagai. Judging by the
number of glider-carrying cars lining the main
drag, and being a quiet looking town, Neil and I
also chose to do the same on a more recent visi t
in March this year.
Waking up the next morning everything was
looking great with the weather pattern and the
sky for some serious cross country flying. Excitement dwindled as I looked over the balcony
atthegliders on my car to find that some low-life
had decided to set the gliders on fire with what
I can only presume was a cigarette lighter.
Neil's glider was burnt at the front, melting
through the bag and the batten plastic. Mine was
burnt right in the middle melting through the
bag, leading edge, mylar and a bit of the undersurfacesail, complete with melted glider cooked
onto the car roof. If the gliders weren't already
very damp from the previous night's travelling
through rai n, the damage would have been much
worse.
Of course nobody saw it happen so the
pol ice didn't have much to go on . However, they
have extended a kind offer. All hanggliderpilots
wishing to stay at Gundagai can park their
vehicles and/or gliders in the police compound

~

which would be much safer.
That morning Jarso kindly took time out to
drop over to assess the damage. He recommended that Neil's glider was still flyable but
mine was too badly damaged to be subjected to
flying stresses .
A special thank-you to Phil,a local pilotwho
then lent me his GTR to fly over the weekend.
This, combined with Dave's helpful 4WD
transport was most appreciated.
Thanks to all the local pilots who helped to
turn a bleak looking weekend into one that I
would definitely call enjoyable. They are a real
credit to our sport.

Steve Duncan, 17022
Dear Marie
East Gippsland
I have recently moved to East Gippsland, and
would like to make contact with any other enthusiastic hang glider pilots in the area, with a
view to finding and establishing local mountain
and towing sites. Is there anybody out there who
knows of previously flown sites in this area, ie
east of Sale and south of the Great Dividing
Range?

Tandem Rules
Why is it that a hang glider pilot who is suitably
rated with a tandem endorsement, may carry a
passenger, yet they may not charge the passenger for the ride. Only instructors may charge,
as long as it is a trial instructional flight (llF).
If this is a CAA requirement, why are
powered aircraft, like Cessnas and the ill-fated
Mt Erebus jet, allowed to take paying passenger
for joy fI ights.
Safe (lying
MickGrimes, 33756, RMB 8751, Bairnsdale Vic

3875, 051 568547

A Reply by the Competition Director ...
Dear Marie
As Competition Director for the 1994 Paragliding Open I was astounded to read Hamish
Barker's report on the event. Because of his
journalistic enthusiasm he was asked (yes, that's
right, ASKED!) by the organisers to write an
article for Skysailor. His enthusiasm, however,
has led to so many inaccuracies being written
about the competition (and for what reason, I
don't know, I can't remember any ofus stepping
on his canopy or kicking dirt on his bumble bee
suit) that it would take another three page article
to put it right. This I won't do but as I feel that
his report was a direct attack on the efforts of the
volunteer organisers to run a good competition
under difficult conditions, there are a couple of
points I should mention .

"... it won't be the last time that
controversy will rage and that
undue criticism will be levelled at
the few people that are prepared to
do some work for the benefit of our
sport... "
Hamish starts off wi th reference to the first
briefing and the fact that "the AVFAX details
are also available but too bad if you can ' t
decipher the coded phrases". I remember reading an excellent article in Australian Paragliding
last year which explained the A VFAX system
including how to read them . I hope Hamish was
the only one not to read that article. Articles of
a technical nature are written to improve the
pilots' airmanship and knowledge of our sport.
The competition pilot who does his homework
will figure in the results at the end of the day.
Much reference was made in the report of
the "pushing" method used at launch. All pilots
were made aware of the la unch restrictions at M t
Elliott and were told at the official briefing on
Friday about having two minutes oflaunch time
after being "pushed", not halfway through the
week as claimed by Hamish. He also mentions
that I would not cancel a task after a formal

Tania Jacobs launches on her first high glide from Rex
Lookout, Far North Qld, assisted by instructor Warwick Gill and fellow stlldent Robert Krotz from Denmark

protest by a French pilot. Hamish should recall
that at the official briefing a jury consisting of a
representative of the organisers, Glenn Wilson,
and two representatives of the pilots were
elected to deal with all protests. It was the jury's
decision, not mine, not to cancel the round. As
for the "crashing backwards" comment, the lady
pilot in question would hardly consider taking
off at all, let alone backwards in 25 knots of
wind. On her own admission it was a bad la unch
on her behalf that caused her to end up in a tree
below launch.
And what of the "trainee pilot" I was supposed to have received information from? It was
in actual fact from an instructor pilot who was
returning to Corryong from Tintaldra in sunlight
and was in a perfect position to report that there
was no vertical development in a cloud above
and behind launch. The cloud did in fact decay
some ten minutes later. Then we had the drama
of the changed goal line that would "haunt the
organisers". I can't remem ber havi ng bad
dreams about extending the goal line for safety
reasons, not changing it, and broadcasting the
extension on the official competition channel.
Now here the organisers were lax. Lax for not
penalising those pilots that neither listened to the
official channel nor carried UHF radios as called
for in the competition conditions.
And so the inaccuracies go on. I have
received many phone calls si nee the article was
published and all asked the same question, "was
Hamish at the same competition that I was?" I
will not deny that errors were made and it was
interesting to note that in a couple of other
paragliding competition articles in the same
issue of Skysai lor the organisers too had plenty
of problems. It's ashame weare only human and
it won't be the last time that controversy will
rage and that undue criticism will be levelled at
the few people that are prepared to do some work
for the benefit of our sport instead of sitting
around whingeing.
One group of people who were more than
pleased with the event however were the residents and business people of Corryong. The
sight of 40 paragliders almost daily over the
town was a great spectacle. A meeting of the
organisers and the local business people decided
that an annual paragliding competition to coincidewith the high country festival would be well
sponsored. Now however ... !
I would like to thank the following who
sponsored or helped with the running of the
event and were not mentioned in the report.
Air Borne Windsports, Active Airsports,
Future Wings Flight Gear, Mannie's Flight
Gear, Onshore Paragliders, fellow organisers
Glenn, Wayne and Rob, Wendy and Barry for
assisting with time keeping, Marlin and Fred for
the catering and T-shirts, Brian on the task committee, Cameron and Ian on the jury and last but
not least the greater majority of the pilots who
competed in the true Aussie spirit.
Stuart Andrews, Organiser (proudly), 1994
Paragliding Open •
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The Immediate Future
ofHGFA
This is my first report as your new President
and I think I should begin my tenure by following up the article I submitted to Skysailor last
October. You may remember that I wrote about
'The Immediate Future of the HGFA'. I
predicted that if the proposed Constitution was
adopted then:
1. For the first time we will have a democratic
association, where those who represent us
will be elected by popular vote from the
membershi p, and where every member may
have direct input to the organisation at executive level; and
2. That formal regional
representation may
disappear, and that
this should not worry
us too much.
Well, the proposed
Constitution was adopted,
and nominations and
voting took plaee to select
the Board from the membership. The size of the
vote was about what I expected. Not great by
any means but significant none the less. We have
yet another Board filled with representatives of
high calibre and great abilities. The difference
now is that they are each accountable to every
member of our association. If they don 'tperform
then you have the satisfaction of knowing that
whether you voted or not you put them there,
and that you can replace them at the next election.
I was pleased to see such a large number of
the previous Board members re-elected, for a
number of reasons. Firstly, because I have
developed a great deal of respect for those who
have taken the trouble to represent their regions
in the past, and because I know how much they
yet have to give to the sport.
But the vote also reinforces feedback I get
by other means, such as supporting the objectives and programs that the Board has been
pursuing: things like reducing the number of
injuries by improving flying skills, increasing
the number of members and getting them to stay
with the sport, maki ng the Association financially independent without increasing fees, seeking
access to 10,000' ocrA by lobbying for full
IeAO airspace management, decent insurance,
improving member services, and so on and so
forth.
There were a few surprises. For example, I
did not expect to find that I had received more
than one vote. I had been preparing for the
election by muttering things like "Imagine the
things I'll be able to do if I'm not on the Board:

I might even get to go flying again," and "Who
cares if nobody loves me! I think I'll go flying."
You get the picture. No such luck, but at least
I'm no longer Secretary (ha, ha, ha Shaun
Keene!).
I was a bit disappointed for those previous
representatives who did not make it back. But
then I put myself in their shoes and all I could
think was "What a relief!". As the saying goes;
it is an ill wind that doesn't make some bastard
rich. It was very reassuring too, to see such a
large number of members with the courage and
commitment to nominate
for the Board. I know
most of them and I know
that although they may
not be on the Board now
I have no doubt they are
contributing to the sport
in other needed areas.
That the Association
is now democratic should
be reassuring to every
member. Now the matter is resolved and the
Board has been determined it is time to get to
work to achieve the objectives that our sport
requires . There is a lot of opportunity for improving the sport over the next decade and I am
confident that the Board will steer the Association towards those achievements. Next month I
will begin to detail the Board's vision and the
initiatives we will be using to achieve our goals.
I hope you find it stimulating, and look forward
to your suggestions and support as we set about
achieving our targets.
Rolwn Grant, President •

KYWISE

POWERED HANG GLIDING
PROFESSIONAL PILOT TRAINING
SYDNEY BASED, SEVEN DAYS.

Come fly with us, your training
won't cost you the earth!
We spend most of our lime above it.

g'e S~!
For the lowest prices on
all your TRIKING needs
AIRUORNE & ROTAX SPARE PARTS , RADIOS, INTERCOMS,
INSTR UMENTS & ACCESSORIES, REPAIRS & MAINTENANCE

CALL LUKE CARMODY

c.r.1.

02 874 5260 ~ 018 446 771
ASK MOW OUR FREE INTRODUCTORY I~LlG IlTS
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Eungella 94

Australian Competitions
Victorian Winter Cross Country League
As an encouragement to winter cross country flying, this year I am running
a winter league and the rules are:
Flights must take place between June and August 1994
Flights must originate in Victoria or in NSW no further north than Conargo
Pilots must state a) the date oftlight and launch point; b) distance of flight
and landing point; c) whether the flight was open distance, declared goal,
out and return or triangle; and d) how high you got (well , why not!) .
Pilots will be scored on their top 5 flights .
Entry is absolutely free!! Mind you there aren ' t any prizes either but you
will have the honour of your name being printed in Skysailor.
If I get some entries, who knows, I may even have prizes (and an entry
fee) next year!
Send entries to: Winter Cross Country League, 15 Clarinda Rd, Essendon
Vic 3040, fax 03 3303007.

Gillies Far NQ Competition
Dates: 17 & 18 September
Open to intermediate and advanced pilots. Cash prizes for A & B grade
Entry fee $70
For more information phone 070 512382

Expect.d pettern Saturday 10 pm.

.-L..LCOIdIronl
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Dates: September 24 to 2 October
Prizes: $5000 cash prizes plus giveaways, $500 spot landing competition
Entry fee: $120, restricted to 50 pilots; A, B & C Grade (Intermediate
gliders only)
Requirements: must have intermediate rating, parachute and data back
camera
Send cheque to : Eungella 94, PO Box 7695, Cairns Qld 4870
For further information phone Mark Stevens 070 313253 or Warwick Gill
070553193

1994 Canungra Classic
1994 Australian Women's Open?
Date: 8-15 October, 16 October as reserve
Prize money: $5000 - $10000 cash + major prizes
Venue: Canungra area, SE Queensland
Maximum Entries: 70
Entry fee : $160 includes dinner on presentation night (NQI the same
caterers as last year!), seafood & pasta night, 2 x BBQ, 1st film, Canungra
Classic stubby cooler and the best fun you've had in ages.
Red Faces Night: start getting your acts ready now.
Real Points Competition: has already commenced .
Refund Policy: If notified prior to closing date (14 August 1994) full
refund less $10 administration costs. If notified after closing date, refund
or part thereof subject to a decision made by the organising committee,
with such decision being final .
Order of Acceptance of Entry: Top 20 seed (from current national ladder)
and then upon receipt of entry fee. After closing date, all entries over 70
to go on reserve list in order of receipt of entry fee. No entries will be
accepted after closing date.
Entry Requirements : Intermediate rating, data
back camera, fun personality, full payment of
entry fee required to secure position.
Entries close: 14 August 1994
Send entries payable to: Canungra Classic Account, 43 Duncan St, Canungra Qld 4275 .
For more info contact Dave Staver/ Linda Riggs
075435859 or Ken Hill 075435631.

Byron Bay,
Australia's
flying capital!

1995 Australian Paragliding Open
Date: late January/ea rly February

Overseas Competitiolls
So if you are serious about learning to fly trikes, hang gliders
or ultralights, come to the specialists all under the one hangar roof:
Constantly testing and evaluating new equipment and ideas allows
us to assist YOU, the newer pilots, to make an informed choice
about your aircraft and equipment.

tI'
tI'
tI'
tI'

IVOPROPS

$611.00

INTERCOMS

$870.00 with helmets

PARK BRAKE

$19.95

FLYING SUITS

$150.00

Phone JOE SCOrnor details on all your
flight equipment requirements.

018717141 or
066843616
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2nd International Paragliding
Tournament, China
Date: 10 - 17 September 1994
Locati o n: Linzhou city (original Linxi an co unty)
Ile nan province, central China . Please contact the
IIGFA office for further informati o n.

Chelan Cross Country Classic

~~
~\(.ylilDit
Byron Bay

~

Date: June 29 - July 4, Chelan Butte, Was hington.
Format: Pilot call ed (or recalled o n co urse) triangles, out and return, a nd open di stance co mbined form at.
Co ntact: Davi s Straub, (206) 322 11 84

Pre World Hang Gliding
Championship, Ager, Spain
July 1-17
Co ntact Decla n Doyle phone/fax 34.73.455170,
Spain 9- 11.30, 19-22.00.

SKYSAILOR

1994 Women's World Championships
Chelan, Washington, USA, 5-16 July 1994
Meet organisers Dan Uchytil 206 4400998 or Larry Majchrzak on (509)
6823479.

Canadian National Hang Gliding Championships
July 16-24, Golden BC
Contact: JC Hauchecorne, HPAC Comp Director, 1735 Dublin St, N
Westminster BCCanada V3M2Z9, ph 16045211559, fax 16046827851

21st Annual Telluride Hang Gliding Festival
Date: July 18-24. Guest speakers, clinics, swap meet, slide shows. 25,000'
upper ceiling in place. Pilot banquet and awards party.
Contact: Craig Pirazzi, Event organiser (303) 7285793 AH

US Nationals Mt Princeton, Buena Vista, Colorado
Date: August 13-20. Entry fee $325
Contact: Jim Zeiset phone/fax (719) 5393900

Gajah Mungkur Cup, Indonesia
Date: August 18th to 30th 1994. Location: Wonogiri, Central Java
The competition will involve both teams and individual entries butwill be
limited to a maximum of fifty entrants. Entry fee: US$loo
A full information package can be obtained from the HGFA office or from:
Gajah Mungkur Cup '94, Lanud Adisumarmo, Surakarta (Solo), Jawa
Tengah, Indonesia. Ph/fax Mr Iskak Karmanto, Tel: 62271 48304 & 62
271 42579, Fax: 62271 48104, OR: FASI, attn: Roy Sadewo, Fax: 62 21
7508843 or 725W79 .
Please advise HGFA if you are interested in attending.

1994 World Aerobatic Championship Telluride

"Coupe Icare" 1994

Date: July 21-23. 15th annual event. All pilots must pre-qualify before
entry. Fee US$2OO with 100% of fee to go towards cash purse.
Contact: Leo Vanderbosch (303) 7286972

15th to 18th September 1994
Entries to: Martine Lange, Icare Festival Organisation, Office Du
Tourisme, 38720 St Hilaire Du Touvet, ph : 76 08 33 99, Fax: 76972056

BC Provincial Paragliding Championships, Canada

Paragliding World Cup Association Competition Dates
1994 Season

July 23-29, Okawagan BC
Contact: Wayne Bertrand, Box 2039 STN . R., Kelowna BC Canada VIX
4K5, ph 1 6047652359, fax 1 604765 8200

III Paragliding Open, Linhares Serra da Estrela, Spain
1-7 August 1997
Contact INATEL,
538871

Cal~da

de Santana 180, 1198 Lisboa Codex, tel:

24 - 30 July: Peidrahita - Spain
Steve Ham, Centro de Vueio, Travesia DuquedeAlba 2,055OOPiedrahita,
Avila, Tel : (34) 08 621013, Fax: (34) 18362215
16 - 21 August: Avoriaz - France
Open International Parapente, CRM, 104 rue de Bagneux, 92120
Montrouge, Tel : (33) 1 46 562470
28 Aug - Sept 4: Chamonix - France (final)
Les Gratte-Ciels, Club des Sports, Place due telephenque, 74310 Les
Houches, Tel: (33) 5055 5281, Fax: (33) 50545295 •

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

••
••
••
• As we head into Winter we are clearing our surplus stock
• at generous prices...
•• We have Gyro, Aero, Foil B, Combat, and even Desires

••
••
••
•

•
•
•
•

•

•

··
•

•
•

•
that are; slightly used, ex demo, ex competition and ex •
rental...
•
All prices and all conditions. Call in and check out the •
bargains.
•

•

. ~.

~.
1/189 Parkes Street, Helensburgh, NSW 2508. Phone 042 942 052

•
•

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
June 1994
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Accident records of Males and Females

Operations Manager's
Report
I have just returned from the HGFA Instructor Training Course which Ian Jarman
and I coordinated at the National Sports Aviation Centre in Wangaratta. The venue at the
Wang Aerodrome was great. We were able to
hold all our theory sessions in the main facility
building and the PHG practical sessions at the
airport, while the practical sessions in paragliding and hang gliding sessions were held at sites
nearby. The course was well attended and involved 54 trainee instructors: 9 paragliding, 16
hang gliding and 29 PHG. The theme of the
course was "Setting the Standard". This was
introduced with a system of assessing new instructor applicants to ensure that they have
above average skills and experience. The
prospective instructors were assessed in both
their theory and practical expertise and received
a report subsequent to the course detailing the
areas they will have to sharpen their skills, either
prior to beginning an apprenticeship for some,
or prior to gaining their instructor certificate for
others.
Ian and I were aided during the course by
over twenty HGFA instructors and several
others. I thank them for giving up their time to
assist us, both by running different sessions and
providing their expertise in assessing the
trainees. I will not name all these assisting instructors, but in particular I wish to thank Tony
Dennis for helping during the course and in
organising sites and doing a lot of the legwork
prior to the course.
By far the most acclaimed session during the
course was run by John Langmead. John is a
barrister specialising in aviation law, a hang
glider pilot and GA Flying Instructor. His session on legal responsibilities was delivered brilliantly and certainly got the message across that
there can be a legal minefield when teaching our
sports inappropriately. Our Instructors must
train within HGFA guidelines as a minimum
standard to guard against possible legallitigation in the event of an accident causing injury to
a student. Similarly we all must fly with due
regard to aviation laws and regulations .
Another session which was well received was
on Safety and Pilot Judgement, delivered by
Mike Valentine, Operations Manager with the
Gliding Federation of Australia.
Acclden t S taUs tics
James Nathaniel, after compiling accident
reports onto the HGFA accident data base, has
been able to provide statistics from the last two
years. The graphs are pretty well self explanatory and several observations can be made:
Victoria and South Australia are having a
lower level of accidents to other states, though I
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3

PG

1993
Males
106
16

Females
5
1

Landing causes are pretty well as one might
expect. Though the fact that the majority of
reported 'incorrect flare technique' and 'stall on
final' accidents involve Student and Novice
pilots is being looked at and appropriate changes
to training techniques will be introduced to try
to reduce these types of accidents (see Figure 1).
A listof code numbers to decipher the Prime
Causes for Landing & Launches follow the
graphs in Figure 1 and 2.
Not surprisingly the majority of
' overshoots' involve Intermediate and Advanced pilots, often as they are moving onto
high performance gliders for the first time. This
supports the suggestion that when flying a high
performance glider for the first time, hang
glider pilots should talk to an Instructor and
gain some coaching In the particular skills
required for that model of glider.
Launching accidents are almost all related
to 'technique' and again are mostly novice, supporting the argument for longer training
programs along with closer supervision and support for novices.
See Figure 2 on next page.

feel this may be because of a lower level of
reporting. Coincidently these states have fewer
Senior Safety Officers than other states. The
ACT has had a very conscientious SSO which
may have had an effect on their figures . Perhaps
the ACT levels better Indicate the actual accident rate across the country.
The Percentages of Accidents to the number
of Members per State for each year for both
Hangliders and Paragliders are as follows .

1992
NSW
5.8%

1992
Females

Males
99
9

Females appear to have had fewer accidents
during '93 than '92. Females total around 6% of
membership and during '93 had close to 6% of
accidents, a marked improvement on '92 when
female hang glider pilots had 13% and female
paragl ider pilots had 33% of reported accidents.

PRIME CAUSES OF ACCIDENTS WHILE LANDING FOR 1992 & 1993
HANGLIDERS ONLY
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LANDING CAUSES:
2001. Incorrect flare technique
2002. Pilot misjudged wind direction
2003. Pilot chose an unsuitable landing area
2004. Pilot over shot UZ
2005. Pilot landed short of UZ
2006. Stalled on down wind turn, due to insufficient speed
2007. Stalled on final approach, due to insufficient speed
2008. Incorrect top landing technique
2009. Pilots tow bridle caught an object
2010. Aircrafts V.B. cord caught an object
2011. Other
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PRIME CAUSES OF ACCIDENTS WHILE LAUNCHING 1992 & 1993
HANGLIDERS ONLY
3507
3506
3504
3503
3502
3501
2508
2507
2506
2505
2504
2503
2502
2501
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IOSTU E1NOV .INT .ACVI
LAUNCH CAUSES:
2501. Incorrect launch technique for site
2502. Incorrect launch technique for wind conditions
2503. Hang check was not carried out
2504. Pilot misjudged wing tip clearance with an object
2505. Pilot tripped on launch
2506. Pilot aborted launch
2507. Inexperienced launch assistant
2508. Pilot neglected launch while getting into harness
2509. Other
TOWING CAUSES:
3501. Incorrect procedure for weak link brake
3502. Aircraft locked into a turn on tow
3503. Incorrect tow procedures used for type of system
3504. Incorrect launch procedure done by pilot for system type
3505. Inexperienced tow system operator
3506. Release incorrectly set for launch mishap
3507. Release hit pilot in face
3508. Aircraft affected by prop wash from tow aircraft
3509. Dolly caused accident
3510. Other
Figure 2.
Where secondary causes have been able to
be established, the figures show that, not surprisingly 'CARELESSNESS' is the most common secondary cause.
It is apparent that many low airtime
pilots are having accidents. As I have mentio~ed in the past, there is a requirement that all
novice pilots fly under supervision (of either a
Safety Officer or Duty Pilot) . Unfortunately this
requirement is often ignored . To reinforce this
requirement it has been decided by the HGFA
Board (on my recommendation) thatthe Novice
Pilot Certificate will in future be called a
Restricted Pilot Certificate. This better reflects
the privileges the certificate carries and will
hopefully lead to better supervision in future.
Again I ask all clubs and Safety Officers to assist
new pilots . The future of our sports depends on
it.

June 1994

There have been a few PUG accidents
reported and they too ollen involve low airtime
pilots. Instructors have been asked to reinforce
to new PHG pilots that they must gain ex-

perience in a supervised environment. The
second most common cause of PHG accidents
has been insufficient maintenance (mast failure,
helmet dislodging, engine failures, etc).
As this data is reliant on accidents being
reported, we can only use the results as a guide.
However trends are emergi ng which we can
begin to address by improving training systems.
Again I implore you all to report accidents
as they are helping us raise our safety standards.
Fly safely,
Craig Worth •

Hang Gliding School For Sale or Lease

*" Suit new or existing instructor *"
*" All training equipment included *"

*" Well established showing excellent returns *"
For more information phone

018 187659
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HGFA (1993) Annual General Meeting
J4ApriI1994, SportsHouse,Adelaide, SA
Present:
(name)
The Board:
Jenny Ganderton
Rohan Grant
Andrew Humphries
Shaun Keane
Paul Mollison
Mark Pike
Rob Woodward
Mike Zupanc

(role)

also Airworthiness & Powered Hang Gliding
& Competitions Committee rep & FAI Delegate
Treasurer
(delayed by bad weather, missed first part
of meeting)
Executive Director
Operations Manager

Absent:
Dave Lamont

(delayed by bad weather)

Meeting Opened at 20:15, Thursday, 14April1994 by Presidenl.
Reviewed Agenda, accepted that this meeting was necessarily delayed
in order to introduce the new Consti tution and democratically elect the new
Board. Elections were properly held and fears that regional representation
would disappear have proved unfounded with the election of a member
from each of the former Regions.
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Business arising from minutes of the previous meeting (Currumbin,
Qld, Sept '93) will be reviewed at the Board's next meeting.

Reports:
also Women's Committee rep
Secretary
President

Employees:
Ian Jarman
Craig Worth

Minutes to be reviewed.

As this was the first meeting under the new Constitution there were no
Reports to be tabled.
However, the Treasurer presented a sheet (green paper) summarising
the year to date financial situation . He added that the separate accounts
previousl y held by Commi ttees have been closed to give more control over
budgeting.
Mollo asked that we consider the future of our investment. Mark
commented that although direct government grants have been halved as
predicted we have demonstrated that we are spendi ng more on safety than
CAA estimated, hence funding in real terms has been maintained at
$27,000. Ian warned that we must expect grants to continue to be cut.
However, sports aviation is arguing that safety is not a profit making
activity and is in conflict with CAA's prime objective and hence that a
department of air safety be created, entirely separate from CAA.
The Treasurer stated that he was unable to confirm the Auditor's
figures because they had been prepared without a current schedule of
accounts, however he believed that they were substantially correct..

MOTION: [M93/4S] That the Auditor's Report be accepted as a true
and accurate statement of the HGFA' s financial position .

Moved: Rob Woodward, Seconded: Mark Pike, Carried Unanimously.
The Report was signed by the Treasurer and Secretary for return to the
Commissioner.

Minutes:

Appointment of Honorary Auditor:

As this was the first meeting under the new Constitution there were no

MOTION: [M93/46] That Peter 1. Heffernan (ACA), Canberra, ACT
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be appointed Honorary Auditor of the HGFA for 1993/1994.
Moved: Mark Pike, Seconded: Paul Mollison, Carried Unanimously.
Appointment of Honorary Solicitor:
Ian told the meeting that he believed the Kieran Tapsell is prepared to
continue as Honorary Solicitor, however he has not been asked whether
he is prepared to do so. A letter is required.
MOTION: [M93/47] That the Executive Director write to Kieran
Tapsell, Sydney, NSW to ask if he is willing to continue as Honorary
Solicitor of the HGFA for 1993/1994.
Moved: Rob Woodward, Seconded: Paul Mollison, Carried Unanimously.

Appointment of the PubLic Officer
It was argued that the business of the HGFA would be expedited if the
public seal was held in the office by the Executive Director. It was stated
that legally the Public Officer must reside in the same state as the
Association is incorporated. Woody argued that a record should be kept
of the seal's usage.
MOTION: [M93/4S] That the Executive Director be appointed the
HGFA's Public Officer.
Moved: Jenny Gander/on, Seconded: Paul Mollison, Carried Unanimously.
The Secretary handed the seal to the Executive Director.

ELection of Officers:
Declaration of all positions as vacant was postponed to the last item
of busi ness in the hope that it woul d allow Mike Zupanc and Dave Lamont
to arrive. MikeZupancdid arrive before nominations were cal led, however
Dave Lamont was still absent. The Chair was handed to Max Browne,
President of the SA Association, who conducted the elections.

Nominationsfor President:
Andrew Humphries was nomi nated by Jenny Ganderton, seconded by
Mike Zupanc and was happy to stand again.
Rohan Grantwas nominated by Andrew Humphries, seconded by Rob

Woodward and accepted the nomination.
Andrew and Rohan left the room while voting was conducted . Max
announced that Rohan Grant was the new President.

Nominations for Vice-President:
Andrew Humphries was nominated by Mark Pike, seconded by Shaun
Keane and accepted the nomination.
As there were no further nominations, Andrew Humphries was elected
Vice President, unopposed.

Nominationsfor Secretary:
Jenny Ganderton was nominated by Andrew Humphries, but declined
the nomination.
Shaun Keane was nominated by Andrew Humphries, seconded by
Jenny Ganderton and accepted the nomination.
As there were no further nominations, Shaun Keane was elected
Secretary, unopposed.

Nominations for Treasurer:
Mark Pike was nominated by Andrew Humphries, seconded by Shaun
Keane and accepted the nomination.
As there were no further nominations, Mark Pike was re-elected
Treasurer, unopposed.
Control of the meeting was returned to Andrew Humphries.
MOTION: [M93/49] A vote of thanks was moved for the outgoing
Officers .
Moved: Rohan Grant, Seconded: Rob Woodward, Carried Unanimously.

Conclusion:
MOTION: [M93/S0] That the HGFA Board thanks Rob Woodward
and the SA Association for hosting this meeting of the Board.
Moved: Rohan Grant, Seconded: Andrew Humphries.Carried Unanimously.
Annual General Meeting closed at 21 :25, Thursday 14 April 1994. •

O\}~rJ~bow
Stayat...
IA 1/
HOTOR tNN
Rainbow Beach

"7)0
,-,fl\,tl

Situated adjacent to Carlo Sand Blow
on Cooloola Drive
• Special Deals for hang and parag/ider pilots
20 units all with private facilities including linen
•

Fully licensed bar and a-la-carte restaurant
•

Budget priced meals available

Swimming pool, covered gas BBQ & laundry
facilities

Phone Margaret or Bruce Craig
for details

074 863211
PO Box 89 Rainbow Beach Old 4581
June 1994
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A n A d V e n tu r e Of a Life t t·m e

.

II..!::============================================================dI
During our stay in Port Douglas, Steve and Debbie, a
local hang glider pilot and his wife (thanks again guys),
took us all sailing on their yacht. Almost forty of us piled
on board for a thoroughly enjoyable sail out to the Lowe
Isles and back. It was a strange sensation being on the
water after having flown for so long.
Initially only about ten pilots had planned to attempt
the assault on Cape York. Now many of the other pilots,
who having come this far, decided to join us . Our numbers
had increased to eighteen which included three local
pilots. Finally the time to leave was upon us . To me this
is where the real adventure would begin.
On day one we flew from Port Douglas to Shipwreck
Bay, only a fifteen minute flight. The short flight was
designed to allow aircrews the time to sort out any gear
carrying problems before we had travelled too far from

To date our group
of 20th century
explorers

had

covered over two
thirds of the eastern Australian
coastline. After a
few days ofR & R
in Port Douglas
we were ready to
attempt to conquer the mighty
Cape York Peninsular!
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wearing a seatbelt as my backside left the seat for what

s~med like an eternity. Once again all pilots landed their
aircraft safely, a further testament to the strength and
ability of these machi nes and their pilots.
Later that day we flew to Cape Flattery, a tiny mining
community in the middle of nowhere. Chris had arranged
for four 210 litre drums of fuel to be barged here. We
needed this fuel to bridge some rather large gaps between
service stations.
The next morning we filled our tanks and jerries to the
brim . From the map we had picked a \>each near Barrow
Point (a few hours away) where we would need to top up
our tanks from the jerries . We were hoping to find a long
patch of hard sand pointing into the wind somewhere in
this vicinity. With the tide in our favour we were confident
we would find at least one patch of hard sand. The problem
was no-one knew for sure what to expect.
When we arrived at Barrow Point Chris was the first
to attempt a landing. I watched nervously as he approached the sand. There is no absolute way to tell if the
sand in these parts will be hard. What looks hard from

civilisation.
Chris Bolton had suggested stopping here overnight
and after a little initial resistance (some pilots wanted to go
furth er), everyone was very
glad we did. You could only get
to this beach by boat, small
helicopter or trike. We lit a
small campfire on the beach
th a t night and quietly sat
around, contemplating what
had passed and what was to
come.
The next morning we flew
around the corner to
Thornton's Beach. Chris Bolton, who had left only a few
minutes before me, had disappeared . His trike had been
Preparing to leave from Cairns airport
pulled up onto the soft sand
near a track and there was no
above could just as easily be soft sand under a thin crust.
sign of him or Sonya (his lovely companion). I followed
As he landed, rolled along and stopped I looked at the.
the track to discover them both feasting on a mega breaktracks he had just left in the sand. I breathed a sigh of relief
fast. They had stopped at a milkbar-come-pub, neatly
as an excited voice came blurting from the radio, "Hard
hidden in the trees. Within minutes over thirty of us had
sand, it's hard sand!" . Within a couple of minutes we had
ordered the pilot's special, "The kitchen sink"! Aptly
all landed safely.
named, as it was a huge breakfast that would provide
After walking around and exploring the area a little
energy during the next week. As I watched our group
we refuelled and prepared to depart. From here we would
devour breakfast, it reminded me of the picture hanging
head to Mari na Plains, a homestead near the mouth of the
on my mother's wall, titled 'The Last Supper' .
mighty Kennedy River which emptied into Princess CharFinally we were on our way to Cooktown, or at least
lotte Bay. As I climbed out somebody called on the radio
I thought we were. After another very pleasant and unthat there was a problem back on the beach.
planned stop at a beach near Cape Tribulation, we did
When we all got back to the beach the problem was
eventually arrive at Cooktown.
obvious. One of the Trikes was missing one of its three
The people responsible for planning, designing and
propeller blades. Closer inspection though showed that the
building Cooktown's airport should be hunted down and
Trike was wrecked, the exhaust was broken and half
shot. You see most of the year the wind blows strongly
hanging off. The carbys had been pulled out of their
from the south east. So guess where they placed the
mounts and the radiator had been ripped backwards three
airport, right in the rotor of the only big hill for miles!
inches. The missing prop blade was nowhere to be seen.
Years later itwas moved slightly furtherinland, still in the
Only a small stub was all that remained of it.
rotor but now with extremely strong thermals from the
At first I could not fathom what had happened . Then
dark red dirt mixed in as well.
the owner brandishing a long strap (similar to a glider tie)
Needless to say it was one of the worst rides I have
and explained how one end had come loose and snagged
ever had in a trike. On numerous occasions we suddenly
on the spinning prop. As the strap had wrapped around the
went weightless, and once or twice I was glad to be
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engine it tore the carbys and radiator out before breaking
the blade off which then hit and destroyed the exhaust as
it flew from the scene of the crime. The prop blade was
eventually found two hundred metres away by a pilot who
was powdering his nose in the bush. The five dollar strap
was undamaged.
It was quickly decided that this trike was grounded.
We packed up his wing and carried the trike off the beach
well past the high tide mark. Luckily someone had a spare
seat and after taking a good G.P.S. fix we divided his
luggage and left the trike to fend for itself. It was kind of
sad but there was little else we could do.
The flight to Marina Plains was breathtaking! You
don't realise how big this country is until you spend time
in a remote area like this. With the unexpected delay itwas
almost lunchtime. Chris had arranged for a fello . .·! [ram
Musgrave to ferry three more big fuel drums on a three
hour drive to Mari na Plains . The poor fellow had now been
waiting for almost two hours.
The soil here was one shade from black, the wind was
a little cross to the strip. Counting aircraft, I waited until
the last trike had landed before descending myself. The
thermals were pretty vicious but not as bad as Cooktown.
At circuit height the air smoothed out a bit. With lots of
speed on final I started my approach. At about thirty feet
it felt like we had hit a brick wall. Now falling almost
vertically I went for the power and flared hard. As we hit
the ground my foot slipped forward and caught behind the
steering post. It was stuck fast jamming the accelerator
about halfway down.
It's not as though we'd hit the ground hard, it was just
that the front wheel was now pointing in the opposite
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Flying over Port Douglas harbour
direction the trike wished to go. Needless to say we now
had a bad case of the death wobbles. With all my strength
I held the control frame in to my stomach. At the same
ti me I II ied to dampen the wheel wobble with my free foot
and unstick my other foot from behind the post.
There was no way I was going to roll this trike. We
travelled down the runway like that for what seemed like
an eternity. I remember Christina asking me what I was
doing but I was unable to answer her. Finally my foot
popped free, the revs dropped and with two feet back on
the controls I had it straight again in a flash . That week I
used two pairs of underpants instead of the usual one pai.r.

Bad IlIck always comes
in threes. With one trike
back on the beach and now
having had my fair share, I
wondered who would be
next. I didn't know then
what would happen later!

Stay tuned for Part 7
Luke and Christina
Carmody, SkywisePowered
Hang Gliding.

ADVENTURE

Winter Clearance Sale

* Bargains Galore * Our First-to-See Sale *
XL 145
Excellent ladies glider or light weight pilot. Only 3 months old, like new condition.
Hang gliding schools should consider

$1800.00

Blitz 155
Good first high performance glider, 20 hours approximately flight time, excellent condition

$1800.00

Edge582LC
Comes complete with covers and new wing. Runs like a dream. Always been hangared.
(never been crashed) $15,000.00
First to see will buy. Also a ballistic chute if desired, POA.
Gyro 145
Light weight excellent condition, only a year old. A great student glider or light novice pilot's
glider. Performs with ease.

$1500.00

Second Chantz Air Rocket Parachute
Brand new from America. Easy to reload and check. Has the new Lara chute, super slow
descent rate of any chute available. Comes with promo video and recharge equipment.
Current price new is $2200.00. * But will sell for *

$1600.00

For any additional information on the goods above, please phone or fax Lee Scott
on 065565265, or stop in at the High Adventure Airpark for a browse.
June 1994
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Placings

Japan has tried to promote paragliding
for many years. The efficiency of the organisation is always the best; the
friendliness and politeness of the people
is second to none. Unfortunately,
Japan's reputation for bad weather
during competitions as well as power
lines precedes her, as does the lack of
countryside. Due to the huge population, you are more likely to fly aver
houses and factories than pash;res and
mountains.
The 1994 Paragliding World Cup combined
with the Paragliding Pre-World Championships
in Kyushu became the dream the Japanese have
always longed for. Consistently good fl yi ng
conditions enabled pilots to fly decent distances
during some superb tasks. The organisation was
impeccable. Each pilot was given a portable
telephone to call the retrieval team on landi ng or
for communication with their tea~ (great system; pity about the phone bill) and a beeper in
case the task was cancelled. There really was
very little to complain about. The efficiency of
the Japanese extends to all aspects of Ii fe, i neluding the welcome party, where pilots were given
the opportunity to sample the history of Japan
up to modern times and were treated to theatrical
display of writhing human snakes over 10 m
long. The all-day-Iong farewell party was intended to make pilots want to come back.
The official training day and first 3 tasks
would make any alpine country proud . The 1st
task, a 37 km speed run to goal from
Komenayama Mountain to Ukiha, was won by
Stephen Stiegler (A). Hans Bollinger (CH -Advance Omega 3), whose efforts were frustrated
in Brazil during the first PWC round, came in a
e10se 2nd; Richard Berkmann( D - Edel Rainbow) 3rd, with 18 pilots making goal. The 2nd
task, a 32 km race to goal from Sarakura mountain to Soeda, turned out to be a good day for

France. Patrick Berod (F - Edel Rainbow) arrived first followed by team member Dominique
Henry (F - Paratech P5). John Sylvester (GB Edel Rainbow) found himself at goal
sandwiched between 2 more pilots from the
French camp; Richard Gallon (UP Kendo) and
newly-French pilot Sebastien Bourquin (Edel
Rainbow) . 26 pilots in total made goal. The 3rd
day was the best so far. We discovered a secret
site; an i nvi ting grassy slope of Mount N uki . The
elapsed time race to goal of 37.5 km was won
jointly by Hans Bollinger (CH - Advance) and
Eric Vonlanthen (CH - Nova Sphinx). To most
people's surprise, another 34 pilots arrived at
goal, surprising as most of the task was flown
over flatlands and several towns.

t

Elgar Starkis at Tura Beach

Unfortunately, like everything else in life,
good lucit I:ever lasts . While competitors were
congratulating each other on their flights, the
organisers discovered an administrative error; a
confusion had arisen among the organiser team
on task-setting and no times had been taken on
take off. After a meeti ng on the subject, the task
i was cancelled; but as
soon as pilots had
resigned themselves to
this disappointment,
The world's lightest full face
we found that the army,
present on take off to
helmet made from the world's
help the organisers,
strongest fibres. Available in s/m/l
had timed every pilot to
plus 2 new sizes: xl/xxi
the nearest minute. AlAlso available from Aerial Technics though it is normally
required to time take
042942545
offs in seconds, after
checking and recheck-

UVEX

Phone 075 463021
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Hans Bollinger
Richard Gallon
Stephan Stieglaiar
Eric Vonlanthen
Kaoru Ougisawa
Keiichi Ikeda
Dominique Henry
Cameron Young
Urs Haari
Robert Hefti

Sui
Fra
Aut
Sui
J
J
Fra
Aus
Sui
Sui

2855
2762
2752
2464
2283
2264
2183
2168
2156
2154

ing, the maximum error was found to be no more
than 0 .35 points. After a team leaders' meeting,
the task was reinstated. However, protests arose
when I, as PWCA Technical Delegate, with the
agreement ofPWCA President, Zico Franke and
Executive Board member, Yves Goueslain, invalidated the task for PWCA ranking, the take
off timing being considered unofficial.
Pilots found it hard to understand that the
scores were considered valid for the Pre-Worlds
but not for the PWc. After 3 official complaints
were filed by pilots and a long discussion with
the organisers, the Meet Director, Yoshiki Oka
informed the PWCA that the army was to be
considered part of the organisation and that they
were known to be very efficient. Also further
examination of the task the PWCA Board members present decided that,as no individual would
benefit unfairly from this task, it should also be
reinstated for the purposes of PWCA ranking.
By way of explanation, I wish to emphasise the
high standard we are trying to achieve for both
pilots and organisers at PWCA events. If the
Board fail to apply the most basic of rules, we
will never reach this goal or even maintain the
level already achieved and mo re tasks will he
see n to be unfit for the PW CA ranking. AI ··
though we had not previously applied this
pol icy, standards had suffered as a result.
One of the sad consequences of our sport is
that danger is never far away. S·w iss pilot
Thomas Voigeli suffered an accident on take nff
during the 2nd task. Although the Gluses of this
accident are not yet confirmed, it seems Ihat his
canopy did not open fully, as his lines were
caught up in his harness and this, coupled with
strong winds, caused him to hit the ground very
hard. He is now ina critical hut stahle condition
and we all sincerely hope that he pulls through .
To complete our run of bad luck th e weather
changed and the next few days brought rain and
cancelled tasks. This ti me was used to hold an
open meeting between pilots and the PWCA,
where problems that arose in Brilzil were discussed and cleared and new one discovered. To
help combat the occurrence of accidents, a 5
pilot advisory silfety committee will be established at each PWCA event. It was decided that
no more than 6 competitions plus 2 outside
Europe sho uld be held per year. The main aim
of the PWCA to present a more professional
circuit in every respect was confirmed . •
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Cooper's 427.3 km open
distance on 10 December 1993 flying a Moyes
Xtralite 147. The second
in a paraglider was
Philip Stehli's height
gain of 6627 feet on 3
March 1994 while flying
tandem with S Beetson in a Comet CXll 27.
Congratulations to both pilots.

~tJ,"lert

,,4t1-u,t
If you are having trouble with your landi ngs
here is a chance to hone up your skills. A take
off and landings skills workshop designed for
intermediate and advanced pilots will be conducted by Pat Denevan, a chief instructor from
Mission Soaring Centre of California, while he
is in Australia. Pat has 17-18 years of experience
to help you turn that OK landing into perfection.
The workshop to be held 1 and 2 July, will
be based in Sydney with the theory to be conducted at the Moyes factory, with cost approximately $50 per pilot. Be quick to reserve
your place by calling the HGFA office on 069
472888.

Flight Records
The Australian Sport Aviation Confederation Incorporated has certified two Australian
National Rerords in accordance with the FAI
Sporting Code.
The first, in a hang glider, was Drew

"""

Wumen and Spurt
HGFA has been awarded a certificate of
honour for its participation in the Prime Ministerial Women and Sport Awards Scheme by
conducting the 1993 Women's National Fly-in.
Thanks to the efforts of Helen Ross and the
women's committee, the nomination of the
Women's Flyin was accepted and acknowledged as a special contribution to women and
sport.
The Prime Ministerial Women and Sport
Awards Scheme is run on an annual basis to
encourage individuals and organisations to enhance the opportunities for women and girls in
sport.

•

After the huge success of the Sydney to
Cape York Charity Flight last year, the organisers are planning to stage another flight.

Moyes introduces the new state of the art harness, the Xtreme. Its construction is simple with a
stainless steel rod with a delrin slider which conforms to the shape of a hardened aluminium back
plate. The single main suspension strap is attached to the slider allowing it to slide forward and back
which enables the pilot to easily rotate from a prone position to an upright position for takeoffs and
landings. It is constructed with full continuous webbing reinforcement throughout the harness . The
Xtreme features a vest-style front entry, front or side mounted parachute container, head up or head
down adjustable limiting rope, an internal CAMELBACK TN pocket, large internal storage pockets,
external storage pocket as well as carner and radio pockets, leather-reinforced boot skid and more.
Contact Moyes Delta Gliders on 023875622 for further details and an order form .
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This time pilots will be flying from Perth to
Adelaide to Melbourne and then Sydney. The
trip is expected to take about 2 months and will
commence in May 1995. If you're interested in
participating in any way contact Luke or Christina Carmody, 92 Rowe St, Eastwood 2122.
Phone 02 874 5260.

New Paragliding C&lrahinen,
A new carabiner especially for paraglider
harnesses has just been released. Made of a light
Zircal alloy by Von Blon in Austria, it has been
tested to 2000 kgs. Advantages include small
size, wide gate opening, a one-handed fast opening action (no twisting or screwing), no hooks
or threads to catch or damage risers, and special
shape to stop risers slipping around during
reverse launches.
Contact Parafunalia for details by phoning
045721594.

New Paraglider Size from Adv&lnce
ADVANCE has just released a 32 sq m
version of the EPSILON novice/intermediate
glider which will take all-up weights in the range
of 100-130 kgs. The Epsilon is one of the best
entry level gliders on the market which even
gives some comp wings a run for their money.
The new size allows heavier pilots to enjoy the
benefits of unstressed, high performance flying
and features quality of manufacture that is
second to none.
Contact Parafunalia for details by phoning
045721594.

Wills Wing R&lmair 154 Pilots
Should any Australian pilots own a Ramair
154, the factory has recommended that the
Ramair 154 not be flown until further notice.
This has been urged following 3 turbulence induced tumbles in Ramair 154 gliders; 1 in Germany, 1 in Switzerland and an unconfirmed
report in South Africa .
Following the German accident the DHV
re-tested the Ramair 154 and reronfirmed that it
passed their standards at VG loose and VG tight
settings. However they also found that it failed
at some intermediate VG settings.
Based on these incidents Wills Wing tested
a current production Ramair 154. The tested
glider did not meet the minimum HGMA pitching moment standards. It was slightly deficient
in pitching moment in a narrow region around
zero lift angle of attack.
Wills Wing are currently evaluating
modifications to regai n the compliance that was
lost in the transition from prototype to production. There have been no reported problems with
the Ramair 146 however it will be re-tested to
confirm its airworthiness.
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Left: Hang glider pilots
assisting with a tandem
paragliding launch
Below: Airborne at last. Photo
by John Dickenson

SWING UP, a
glider manufacturer
since
1986,
has
manufactured
paragliders
under
licence for many of the
major designers in the
world. Swing Up is now
designing and manufacturing paragliders, all of
which are ACPUL
tested and certified.
SWING
UP
ParagUders
CALIGO (novice) is very stable and easy to
inflate. Includes standard speed system and a
mylar coated leading edge.
AURORE (intermediate) includes speed
system and a mylar coated leading edge.
KALIMA(advance) features 50 km/hrmaximum speed and a mylar coated leading edge.
BI SURF 200 (tandem) easy to launch and
comes standard with a special tandem harness,
spreaders and mylar coated leading edge. The
maximum weight is 200 kg and ACPUL certification is llA, 18 - 120 kg, 12A - 200 kg).
PRO AIR HARNESS features a successful
combination of comfort, protection and weight.
Includes an air bag, a fibreglass/carbon back
plate with shock absorbing foam and a built-in
reserve system, ballast compartment and is
available with cross bracing. This harness is
available in two sizes.
For information on the above products,
phone Looping Paragliders 02 6657279 or fax
023157894.

l'iluts' I'liel-s AI-e Here!

The ideal pilot all purpose tool has arrived
according to Ultralight Flying Machines of Melbourne. The Leatherman tool is a regular set of
pliers, wire cutters, knife, a set of screwdrivers
and much more. There is no need to get caught
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without your tool kit as the Leatherman can do
it all. UFM say that once you have one it's hard
to go flying without it.
The Leatherman is 100% stainless steel,
folds out to a complete set of full size and full
strength tools. It's designed for those with an eye
for quality, ingenuity and elegance. It is practical, useful and compact; what more could you
ask for!
As the Leatherman has J ~ol:led size of only
4" it's easy enough to wear on your belt with the
leather pouch that is provided with each tool.
The Leatherman tool come in an attractive
presentation box, the introductory price is
$69.00 ea plus postage. A free leather case is
included with each order. Each Leatherman
comes with a manufacturer's 25 year guarantee.
More information about the Leatherman
tool is available from Ultralight Flying
Machines on 03 4312131.

CIVL Glider Class Definitions
In March itwas decided to review the definition of hang glider classes . There were several
reasons for doing so. First, a world record attempt made it clear that a Class I (weight shift)
glider could be altered to make it qualify as a
Class II glider by simply adding lines to the
trailing edge. Secondly, the appearance of flaps
and other cambering devices need to be clearly
classified before meet di rectors see them and are
forced to make a judgement with no guidance.
Finally, the development of new designs between hang gliders and sailplanes have required
CIVL to look at the problems closely to determine exactly what type of aircraft are to be
considered as hang gliders.
The question is complicated and could not
be resolved at one meeting. However, in the
interim the following definitions have been
adopted to address the first and second problems
above. The words in italics are the essential
additions.
Class 1- Hanggliders havinga rigid primary
structure with pilot weight shift as the primary
method of control.

Class II - Hang gliders having a rigid
primary structure with movable aerodynamic
surfaces as the primary method of control in at
least two axes.
Class III - Hang gliders having no rigid
primary structure (para gliders ). The defi ni tion is
unchanged.
For pilots and meet directors pondering
what all this means, some examples are offered .
Flap systems, slats and spoilers that are operated
symmetrically so that no tum results are allowed
in Class I under the new definitions. Ailerons,
dragelons, elevons, rudders, ruddervators and
most other imaginable control systems are not
allowed in Class I. Adding lines to the trailing
edge of a Class I glider no longer qualifies it as
a Class II glider for it is not the primary means
of control. A good test to see if an add-on is a
primary means of control is to see if the glider
can be controlled without the addition.
Any pilot wishing to add his or her carefully
considered ideas to this discussion should write
them down and send them to his or her country's
CIVL delegate.
HGFA's CIVL delegate is Paul Mollison, 8
Brown St, Adamstown NSW 2289, 049 570216
H, 049 499199 W, 049 499395 Fax.

"Diamond Jubilee Airshow '94"
Royal Flying Doctor Service 60th Birthday
Celebrations. To be held at Curtin Airbase,
Derby on 7 August 1994, this airshow invites
participants and visitors from every aspect of
aviation . The airshow coincides with the annual
Northern Australia "Pitch Black" military air
exercise and is planned to bea combined civilian
and military airshow.
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Jakarta Aerosport 1994
The FAl Member for Indonesia (Federasi
Aero Sport Indonesia - FASI) is organising a
major international air show at Halim Perdana
Kusuma airport in Jakarta from 22 - 25 September 1994. The show will focus on air sport
activities. Manufacturers of air sport equipment
and aircraft are i nvi ted to participate in the static
or flying displays . Further information is obtainable from: Federasi Aero Sport Indonesia,
Jalan Gatot Subroto 72, Jakarta 12780 (Indonesia), Fax: (62-21) 387 707, Telex: 47137
Mabauia

Kim Davies
Nigel Leigh
Dave Newton
Anton Lawrence
Rachel Alexander
Ian Clark
Steve Eliot
Paul Chisnall
Conrad Loten
Bill Degen

Xtralite
Elite
Xtra lite
Blitz
Rumor
XP 135
K1
Combat
Xtralite
Desire

FAI World

Record:
Performance:
Previous holder:
Record:

Stewart Midwinter announces the release of
two new flying software products, XC-Calc and
FAI-Code, both available immediately.
XC-Calc is a program to help cross country
pilots plan their flights and calculate distances
through great-circle-distance methods, parti cularly for record applications. Open distance,
out and return, dogl eg or triangl e flights can be
entered, their distances ca lc ul a ted and their
details viewed on screen or printed out. Flight
courses can be plotted on screen o r pri nted to dot
matrix or HP compatible las er printers. XC-Cal c
will warn the user if his!h e r flight course does
not meet FAl specs. XC-Calc also operates ion
four languages: English, French, Spanish and
German .
FAl-Code is a hypertext version of the FAI
Sporting Code for hang gliders and paragliders,
incorporating both Section 7 and the General
Section, all extensively inter linked to allow the
user to avoid making an interpretation error that

Performance:
No previous record

Record~

Dealer Wanted
I

A1is.E.I. is an Italian company wi th distri bution rights for the Krasnye Krilia two-seat trike,
built in Taganrog Russia . They are interested in
fi ndi ng dealers in other countries throughout the
world. Further information can be obtai ned from
Skysailor.

-

The Parachute Industry Association is
preparing for its third biennial premier event The
International Symposium on March 22-27,1995
to be held in Florida, USA.
Fordetails contact Cheryl Zi mmermann 208
East Rosehill Ave, Suite #101, DeLand, Florida
32724 USA. •

new with ~~i~/~~i!llllli~ti~e •

. Brand
* Flies beautifully*§elli ... g~p~Jowork

* New~tl5e$~599 ; $?500 •

Make an ofl'erliF6rll1d$4()()O /
johnson

ICOM 40G+ UHF RADIO

William Woodruff
USA
Air Sports International,
Vector 156
General
26.6.93
Lone Pine, CA, USA
Straight distance
230.2 kID
223.7 km (William
Reynolds, USA, 27.6 .88)
Straight distance to goal
170.3 kID
79.3 kID (Randy Bergum,
USA, 12.7.87)
Distance via a single
turnpoint
236.0 km

Sale - Bl:trgrliift ~~lltde153
committments

-----~

ICOM!

FAl has homologated the following new
Class II (hang glider with a rigid wing) World
Records:

Category:
Date:
Site:
Record:
Performance:
Previous holder:

.'Iying Software

r-----

Both products are available on a 3.5" disk
with a money back guarantee from Stewart Midwinter, 444-23 Ave NW, Calgary, Alberta,
Canada, T2M 1S4. Telephone in Buenos Aires,
Argentina (54) 1 865 8730.

Pilot:
Nationality:
Glider:

New Zealand National I.addel
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

could invalidate a record attempt. An extensive
index allows quick access to any term, idea or
definition contained in the sporting code. FAlCodealso lists the latest records in all categories.

0711~~!~,~~QJ8 0609'71

Australia's most popular handheld UHF
radio. Your chOice, a powerful 5 watt or
a long life 3 watt Ni-Cad battery as
standa rd equipment. Great rang e of ac cessories available including the multi function ICOM headset. G ntee 12 mths.

40GPlu5
HS51 Headset

Protective Case

$570

$ 95
$ 26

FREE ICOM pen with each 40G
order, only while stock lasts!
(Your battery choice ... BP7, 5w 450
mAh, or CM96, 3w 1200 mAh)
NEXT DAY' DELIVERY ONLY $16

ICOM A-20 AIRBAND
I
I
I

At last a reliable airband handheld VHF
radio I Full scan, backlit panel & VOR
navigation function. Trike hedsetsl
helmets available. Get one and fly legal JI
FRFE case, FRFF AC & DC chargers ...

I WILL NOT BE BEATEN ON PRICE.
I A-20MK11
$ CALL
I NFXT DAY' DFl.IVF:RY $ 18

SAIELLIIE NAV
2001 technology in the palm of your
hand t oday. Your own personal naVigation system. Small, spashproof and accurate. See to believe !J

DISCOUNT PRICE GP-22 $ CALL

HALL AIRSPEED
The original & the best pocket size sliding disk airspeed indicator J
AIRSPEED
$ 34 post $ 4.00
BRACKETS
$ 9 para glider,
$ 14 hang glider.
Order by phonelfax or mail 1
We now use ANSEn' overnig ht express
when requested for no extra charge.
Bankcard, Masterca rd,visa card all OK.
Prices tax exempt for aircraft use.

ULTRALIGHT FLYING MACHINES
SUNBURY AIRFIELD
SUNBURY, VIC, 3429
(03) 431-2131. (03) 744-1305
24 HR FAX (03) 431-1869

.. ----- -----.1
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ICOM

Count on us!

VVith ICol~l,
you're never alone
up there

II

he IC-A20 MKII is your guarantee
that whatever happens you will

never be alone in the skies. This powerful
handheld transceiver acts like a dependable
navigator and co-pilot, ensuring you never
lose contact with your base or the ground.
ICOM's state of the art VO R navigation
system includes Course Deviation Indicator
and Automatic Bearing Set System.
A dual tuning system allows you to
use the turning knob or
illuminated keypad while 20
channel memories, programme
and memories scan capabilities
provide simplicity of operations
than few other models can match .
IC-A20 MKU

The IC-A20 MKll provides

immediate emergency frequency access and
fully meets the tough requirements of the
Department of Transport and
Communications for ground to air
transceivers.
Also available is the IC-A200 mobile
transceiver, approved by the CAA for VFR
installation. A powered cabinet (PS-BO)
allows the unit to be used for ground to air
communication as fully approved by
D.O.T.C.
No wonder pilots all around the world,
depend on the proven communication skills
of ICOM, wherever they fl y.
For further information call free on (008) 338 915
or write to Reply Paid 1009 Icom Australia Pty Ltd
P. O. Box 1162 Windsor Victoria 3 18 1
Telephone (03) 529 7582

A.C.N. 006 092 575

ICOM Austra lia's warranty is only applicable [0 /)f(XiU CLS purchased
from rheir au(,horised Australian Dealers .

This final figure multiplied by 100 tells you at
what height in metres cloud base is above the
place where you took the readjn~. Once you've
done the calculation a few times itwill only take
you a few seconds to have a pretty accurate
estimate of cloud base. Don ' t forget to account
for the height at which your readings are taken.
If you're at 200 m ASL and the raw cloud base
figure is 1500 m then the actual height is 1700
m ASL. Also the temperature can and will
change duri ng the day whi ch l!ill. al ter the equation.
Following is a worked example:

What's The Cloud Base
Today... ?
Working out the height of
cloud base without leaving
the ground.
By Godfrey Wennes
How often have you heard the following...
"So paraguru what do ya
reckon today's cloud base is?"
"Well, grasshopper, I ' ve
been flying these parts for years
now and my superior ability
tells me it ' ll be about six
grand ... "
"Wait a minute," says guru #2,
"it can ' t be, cause I was here
yesterday and we got to eight and
today looks no different..."
An argument full of expletives
breaks out and grasshopper walks
off and decides that he ' ll wait to
see what his vario says once he actually gets there .. .
Two thousand feet can mean the difference
between a cracki ng XC day and an ordinary one
particularly on routes which require long crossings or on weak early/late season days. The
higher you are the further you glide and the
wi~er our horizons are, we all know that! So
what's the secret to working out the level of
cloud base? It's simple, really, provided you can
read a thermometer and do some ba sic maths.

All you need is a 'wet and dry' thermometer, some dew point tables and maybe a
calculator. Your scratchy memory of met.
theory will tell you that those puffy white things
we'realliookingforformata temperature called
'dew point' . Without wanting to get bogged
down with lapse rates, inversions and the like, it
is enough to say thatthe higher you go the cooler
25.0·C
Dry bulb temp
lS.5·C
it gets and eventually at some point the air
minus Wet bulb temp
reaches the mysterious 'dew point' and voila 6.5"C
Wet bulb depression
if the thermal or dynamic lifting was strong
From the dew point table we see that this
enough, a cloud forms! If you want to find out
corresponds to a dew point of 14.Q°C.
more about cloud dynamics, read Pagan or any
Dry bulb temp
25.0·C
other good book on the subject. For this article
14.0·C
minus Dew point temp
all we 're doing is basically working out how
1l.0·C
equals
high they are without too many complicating
·11.0 divided by O.S = 13.75
factors .
13.75 x 100 = 1375
Armed with the afore-mentioned equipment
Therefore in this example cloud base
you venture out to the re-fly area (the bomb out
would be at 1375 m AGL.
paddock in other words) or anywhere else you
To get a copy of the dew point tables just
may be and make a note of the wet and dry bulb
call your nearest Bureau of Meteorology office
temperatures. You then subtract the wet from the
and ask for them by name. They'll usually send
dry and get a figure called the 'wet bulb
them to you free of charge, but be sure to ask for
depressions' . Now from the detailed tables you
the complete set for at least 0-250 m ASL and
read off the 'dew point' for given wet bulb
250-500 m ASL.
depression and dry bulb temperature. Phew, that
was easy. Now what the hell does that tell me?
See you at cloud base ....
Now you have two
temperature readings
which are useful. The dry
bul b or a ir tern perature on
the ground where you're
standing and the temperaMission:
ture at cloud base (or
where cloud base would
10 paraglider pilots to assault the Open
be) i.e. dew point. Once
Distance Record in November/December
again some maths comes
into play. Take the dew
1994 .
point away from the current air temperature and Method:
divide the result by O.S.

Cloud base while towing at Inglewood - p Bernard Gonsalves

Wanted

Towing in the Flatlands around West
Wyalong (central NSW)

Troops:
Striking in two waves with 5 in each platoon

Select your weapons and call troop
leader for further instructions

Tony Armstrong
Phone 042 942999
Fax 042 942584
June 1994
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Hang Ghders
ant:!
Controlled nlrspace
A fictional account of a possible
event.

adjusted his feet to a comfortable position in the
pod. While making the first climbing pass to the
right he zipped up the pod. On the return pass,
he was above launch and still climbing. A quick
180 and the vario told him what the pitch up and
rush of air had already announced - a boomer
thermal. He circled tightly to the right, drifting
slowly back over launch and the parked gliders
and cars which were fast shrinking below.
The sun's reflection glowed on the polished
spinner of the starboord propeller. The first
officer pinched his nose and blew gently to

ments.
"Melbourne, Alpha Bravo Charlie passing
through 9,000. "
When well above launch, the pilot widened
his circles and maintained a steady 350-400 fpm
up. He started to enjoy the view and glanced at
the altimeter - 3,200 and going up. He put his
hands in the neoprene mitts as the base bar got
colder. Climbing through 4,500 he could see the
pub in the valley where he and his mates usually
met after flying. But he could also see the highway to the west with its towns that could usually
only be seen one at a time, and away in the
distance a couple of distinctive hills beyond
which he knew lay the city . The lift grew
stronger, and the vario was indicating 800 fpm
up as he climbed through 6,000. He looked
forward and up and saw the grey base and white
borders of a large Cu . He pulled on some speed
to make sure he stayed out of the cloud. Sooner
than he expected though he was at cloud base,
even with the bar back around his waist somewhere. The wind noise was considerable. The
alti meter was showing 7,200 and i ncreasi ng. He
straightened his arms for maximum speed, passing in and outof cloud, with the earth appearing
and disappearing beneath him .

The tell-tales on launch were indicating
strong regular cycles. The sun was heating up
the expanse of rock below launch . The glider
had been given a thorough pre-flight and the
pilot was in his harness ready to go . The pre
launch banter was giving way to more serious
considerations, such as retrieval arrangements,
car key locations, wind direction and the thermal
cycles. "Isn't this site under a control step? " the
pilot on launch asked . "I dunno, I
haven't got the site guide with me.
The nose of the aircraft came up
"Avoidingcontrolled airspace involves knowing
Anyway, I've seen the top of your
slowly as the auto pilot began to level
glider from this site more often th an
the aircraft approaching 8000. The
at any point in flight your height above mean sea
I've seen the bottom. Your usual probaltim e ter continued to wind
lem is ground suck, not cloud suck."
down ... 8, 300 ... 8,200... The first officer
level, and the vertical and lateral limits of con"Give me a hang check will you?" He
had depressed the microphone switch
trolled airspace. "
was ready and eager to launch.
on the control yoke to seek onwards
"Melbourne Approach, G ood
descent clearance. H e could see
afternoon, Alpha Bravo Charlie, one
glimpses ofgreen below as the aircraft
equalise the pressure as the cabin pressure
hundred DME Melbourne, cruising flight level
approached the cloud base.
slowly
increased. He enjoyed the heightened
12. "
The turbine powered twin engine aircraft
impression of speed as the aircraft flew near or
"Alpha Bravo Charlie, good afternoon, desdestroyed the hang glider on impact.
through clouds. The sixteen passengers were
cend to 8000. Report passing through 9,000. "
The pilot died instantly. The hang glider
putting magazines aside, and preparing for ar"Alpha Bravo Charlie, 8, 000."
wreckage and pilot' s body disabled the port
rival. The captain checked the destination
engi ne, and caused such damage to the port wing
The captain and co-pilot had the approach
weather, and methodically scanned the instruplates for Tullamarine ready, although a visual
tha t control of the aircraft was lost. The crew and
approach was expected.
passengers on the ai rcraft
Mt Emu during a Bogong Cup - photo Bernard Gonsalves
died on impact in a
The GPS indicated a
fire ball of wreckage. The
ground speed of just
\
under 200 knots. The
Bureau of Air Safety Investigati o n dcte rmi ned
captain glanced at the
towering column s of
the primary cause of the
cumulus cloud hoth on
crash of the aircraft to be
and to the left and right of
an unauthorised penetratrack. lie illuminated the
ti o n of co ntrolled airspace
fasten .~eat helt sign.
by the hang glider pilot,
contributed to by an inHang
che c k .
correctly set altimeter and
Ca rabiners straightened the pilot's ignorance of
checked locked . Vario
the vertical limits of conswitched on . "What
trolled airspace. The
height above the bomb
pilot's failure to remain at
out are we?" "I dunno . I
least 500 feet below cloud
think it's 1350. I think the
base was also a clear conhill's 2400 according to
tributing factor, but the
the map." "I thought it
nineteen people who
was 1800. I'll just set
knew that the collision oc1500." Radio check. The
curred at cloud base are
pilot shuffled to the topof
all dead, and accordingly
the ramp. After takeoff he

\\
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this factor was not recognised in the investigation .
Calls were made in the Senate and in the press for an inquiry into hang
gliding. A suggestion was made in parliament that all hang gliding be
restricted to a ceiling of300 feetAGL. Atthe Coroniallnquest, the Coroner
recommended that hang gliders be banned from flying beneath controlled
airspace. The Coroner also found that the sport had failed to self-regulate
in that basic altimetry principles were not adhered to by a large number of
hang glider pilots. CAA Investigators were ordered to attend take off and
landing sites, to check ratings, carriage of altimeters, pilot currency
requirements and the like with a view to prosecutions under the Civil
Aviation Act and regulations . The land owner closed the site. Land owners
of other sites threatened similar action. Altimetry received new emphasis
in training and rating theory tests. Hang gliding featured in adverse
editorial comment across the nation.
The pilot's actions were clearly criminal, and he would have been
prosecuted and gaoled for a considerable number of years had he survived.
As it is, his widow has to meet from his estate clai ms from the dependants
of the passengers and crew of the aircraft, and she will lose the family
home and all other assets of her husband's estate. The pilot's insurance
was inadequate to meet claims of such magnitude.
The launch elevation was 2,400 feet above mean sea level.
The launch was directly below the 8,000 foot control step.
An altimeter set at 1500 feet at launch would register 7,100 feet at
the lower limit of the 8,000 foot control step (that is, at 8,000 feet
above mean sea level).
An altimeter set at 2,400 fe et at launch would register 8,000 feet
at the lower limit of the H,OOO foot control step.
Avoiding controlled ilirspilce involves knowing at any point in flight
your height ahove I11Ci1n sell level, ilnd the vertical and lateral limits of
controlled airspllce.
HGFA MEMBER .HIOI •
•
•

The thunderstorm is only 15 kms away during the paragliding
Nationals lit Corryong - plloto by Heinz Bobner ""

Demo Glider Clearance
Blitz 146, ON999, red mylar top surface, kevlar leading edge & trailing edge,white
under surface AirBorne/Blitz logo
Blitz 155, ON173, white top surface, kevlar leading edge & trailing edge. black
1st panel under surface, t1uoro orange 2nd panel under surface, top AirBorne logo
Blade 141 #35, ON2X2, white mylar top surface, kevlar leading edge & trailing edge,
white 1st panel under surface, yellow 2nd panel under surface, top/bottom AirBorne logo

.«(

.

$180Q <·
$2800

Blade 141 #6, ON295, white top surface, kevlar leading edge & trailing edge, fluoro
y,ellow 1st panel under surface, crimson 2nd panel under surface, top AirBorne logo
Blade 141 #15, ON375, white top surface, kevlar leading edge & trailing edge, fluoro yellow
1st panel under surface, crimson 2nd panel under surface, top/bottom AirBorne logo

< Ai~: a n~w BRS Rocket deployment system

12/30 Kalat"oo Rd, Redhead NSW 2290, Tel: 049499199, Fax: 049499395
June 1994
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"Take up tension ... , locking on
mic ..., picking up glider ... , Go,
Go,Go."
These words are being .Ieard more frequently these days over the UHF radio as the
popularity of towing increases. Our farmers exhibit a sigh of relief as they hear the final immortal words, "Thanks for the tow, unlocki ng mic".
Since the inception of the Hewitt bridle system, and the further development by our towing
pioneers during the early to mid-1980's, towing
has become such a popular means of launching
our gliders that we now see the Australian open
distance record achieved from a tow launch.
Also the Forbes Flatlands tow competition has
become the number one competition on the

THE COMPLETE LOW
COST INTERCOM,
HEADSET,HELMETAND
VHF RADIO SOLUTION!
The most talked-about, most economical ultralight
communications gear In Australia Is now available
packaged with the ICOM.... A20 VHF tranceiver!

Headsets: Plugcompatible with popular
CommunicaTIdlUltraProTId or
our intercoms. Use alone or
with our helmets. Includes a
flexible boom noise-exciuding
mike and personal volume control - $180

sizes, in White, Red or
Wear with headset - $180
includes Visor (does theirs ?)

~

Intercoms: Quality,2-

.!, ~

lace, at a budget price, includes
ICOMTM interface and PIT
switch·. - $150

Complete two-place system
(without helmets
Single-seat system
(without helmet
add for ICOMD' AlOMkII·

- 5870
- $510)
-5435
- $255)
+$680

Special interfaces/packaging by arrangement.
Manufactured in Australia by Aerial Pursuits.

Inquiries & orders:
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Australian circuit.
How then has the development of our equipment kept pace with this increase in towing
activity? Many pilots generally design and build
their own tow gauge equipment and consequently there has become a wide range of systems in
use. Most tow gauges used for static line towi ng
can be grouped into one of the following
categories.
Electronic
A strain gauge transducer mounted onto a
metal plate produces a voltage proportional
to load which is displayed on a panel meter.
Hydraulic
A mechanical level acting on a piston compresses fluid connected to a pressure gauge.
Each of these systems have inherent
restrictions and disadvantages. Both take
several minutes to install onto the vehicle.
Either an electric cable
or a hose Ii ne has to be
dropped over the outside of the car to reach
the gauge . Some
hydraulic systems
have shown a tendency to leak fluid. The
electronic system has a
zero adjustment knob
due to continued drift
with time and temperature. Finally, the gauge
must be taped onto the
wi ndscreen or fi tted
into the dashboard.
This article discusses a new generation tow tension meter which I have designed and built and
used successfully. It overcomes all of the limitations listed above.
A very high precision instrumentation
quality load cell is used to sense tow tension . It
consists of an aluminium block 64 mm x 82 mm
in the shape of an S with an internal strain gauge
system forming a Whetstone bridge circuit. The
device is designed to measure tension from 0 to
150 kg (330 lb) with a high level of stability,
linearity and repeatability (0.02% error) .
TemJ>iCature affects are so small at only 0.002%
per degree Celsius that they do not contribute
any significant error to the system.
The load cell produces a voltage output
directl y proportional to the applied tension. This
output is very small, 100 kg (220 lb) tension
gives only 20 m V when a 10.0 volt D.C. refer-

ence is applied to the bridge. This signal is
amplified by a precision instrumentation
amplifier integrated circuit to a more useable
range of 0 to 7.500 volts which is then converted
from a D.C. voltage to a series of pulses whose
frequency is directly proportional to the applied
load. This voltage is then connected to the tacho
on the dashboard of my Subaru as the tow gauge.
Consequently, the RPM shown on the tacho is
displaying the tension on the rope.
Calibration and scaling of the gaugeis based
on the average tow requiring approximately 77
kg (170 lb) . To fully utilise the range of the
tacho, this corresponds to 4000 RPM which is
approximately 2/3 scale. Each additional 10 100
tension corresponds to another 250 RPM so that
180 lb =4250 RPM, 190 lbs =4500 RPM etc.
As shown in the photo, the load cell is
mounted to the tow bar via a coupling consisting
of a spherical bearing to allow completely free
motion both upwards and sideways so that the
device remains in line with the rope at all times .
The output cable from the load cell connects into
a socket on the bottom of the car's bumper bar.
From here the cable is routed to the electronics
box which is concealed in a compartment in the

back of the Subaru. This cable between the load
cell and the electronics is kept as short as possible as it carries the accurate +10 volt reference
to the gauge and also returns the low level output
signal back to the electronics. The tacho signal
generated by the electronics is routed permanently inside the car under the plastic trimmings to the tacho. Asmall switch selects either
this signal or the normal engine RPM to be
displayed.
Installing the gauge is as simple as mounting
the unit onto the tow bar, plugging in the cable
and flicking a switch . This takes about 20
seconds and there are no other messy gauges or
hoses to attach. The system has been used extensively and has proved very reliable. Also there
are no adjustments necessary for zero or
temperature compensation due to the high
precision load cell and electronics used in the
design . •
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Come fly with us
MT. COLE, BEAUFORT,
Victoria
Home of the 1993 National Hang Gliding
& Para Gliding Competitions
and the
Mt.Cole Challenge
Hang Gliding Trophy
(25km triangle course)
Mt.Cole Challenge
Para Gliding Trophy
(distance event)
Dynamic Flight Hang
. Gliding School
instructor Rohan
Holtkamp lives &
operates locally.

(Competition for either Hang Gliding
or Para Gliding Cballenge may be
conducted at any time during the year)

Beaufort is situated one and a half
hours west of Melbourne on the
Western Highway.
Accommodation available:
Motel, hotels, caravan parks,
camping, bed &- breakfast.
Competition accommodation at
Raglan Recreation Reserve
(with power, hot &- cold showers)
Enquiries: Phone (053) 49 2845

ONSHORE PARA GLIDERS
CHALLENGER C
Demanding performance for the ambitious pilot -low minimum sink rate, high trim speed,
large speed range with flat polar rurve due to a special speed system and easy handling
make the CHALLENGER C an exceptional paraglider for XC and competition flying.
CHALLENGER C for experienced pilots,
challenging aoss country flights and competitions.
COMPACT
Latest development in the new Advanced-intermediate dass with elegant look. Convincing
appearance and ever simple launching characteristics besides uncritical flight behaviours -typical
PRO DESIGN features. "High performance is no more a privilege for competition pilots!"
COMPACT - the symbiosis of fun, know-how and brilliant performance.
For the ambitious recreational pilot.

CHALLENGER CLASSIC
A firmlyproofed conception ofIntermediate Class Gliderfills with enthusiasm! Well balanced
and simple characteristics with attractive performance. A special and easy to handle speed
system extends the speed range effidently and comes as standard.
CHALLENGER CLASSIC - for newcomers as well as recreational pilots who search tor
stressless pleasure in flight.
Huge range of demonstration, used and superseded canopies at prices starting from $8001

GARRY STEVENSON
10 Cantala Drive, Jan-juc, Vic,3228, Phone 018 351389 BH, AH/Fax 052 616555

*** A paragliding licence is required for any glider purchase ***
June 1994
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Developing a Paraglider •• Part 1
An interview with Hans Bollinger and Robert
Graham by Francois Peraudin

How is a World Champion
Glider Developed?
Taken from Gleitschirm magazine,
(translated by Godfrey Wenness)
The Swiss workshop of the World Champion paraglider manufacturer
ADVANCE distinctly lacks the scientific instruments one would expect.
The designer Robert Graham prefers practical experience in the air rather
than theory; "When a new glider is to be born, many aerodynamic criteria
arise that can often only be reconciled by intuition and not systematic
research". He is not exactly wrong. He tells us a little more of the
development of the world champion glider of Hans Bollinger.

RG: "There are no rules to know when it comes to who or what type
of pilot is suited to a high performance glider. The label 'competition' pilot
is not always the only one to use for someone to be the best out ofa glider.
There are too many pilots who are wrongly scared off by the label 'high
performance gl ider'."
What do you mean, 'wrongly,?
RG: "If a pilot can fly actively then he can fly a glider with 2 C's or
DHV 3 with a good and safe feeling. Pilots let themselves get too easily
influenced. It is a shame that gliders that you can have a lot offun with are
not being flown."
Does the business philosophy of ADVANCE manifest itself in the
devt;lopment of a competition glider?
RG: "It has never been our policy to sell gliders with the best possible
performance figures. The best glide angle doesn't help if the glider turns
badly. Customer enquiries however have indicated to us that we need a
top high performance glider and therefore we are working on the OMEGA
3."

What were the mandatory requirements for the World Champion
Hans, what part did the glider have in your World Champion title?
glider?
HB: "A large part! Mainly because I feit
HB: "A really low sink rate because we
comfortable under the glider. But also because I
knew
that we would have to fly back to Verbier
could adjust my flight tactics due to the really
"At glide angles of 4 I
at the end of the day. It would also have to tum
low sink rate. I could use even the smallest
well because the thermals in Verbier are pretty
amount of lift to the very top and thus I just
thought we had reached our
tight. Its stability must be good for turbulent
waited for initiatives from other pilots .. . "
conditions and finally it would have to possess
RG: "A glider is not the only thing that goes
limits but now we are getgood speed."
towards winning a title. It is much more of a
So you can develop a glider for specific
combination of pilot and glider. The pilot has to
ting close to 8. "
areas?
have the ability to realise the best from his flying
machine."
RG: "It was clear that we developed other
gliders for Digne and Japan ... "
Is it a fluke that Robert developed this
glider? He competed in the World ChampionIn comparison to otlier gliders this one was
noticeable for its small size and high speed even though Hans didn 't use
ships in 1991 at Digne and came 5th ...
a great deal of ballast. Did you satisfy the requirements you set?
HB: "Without competition experience a manufacturer can hardly
develop a competition machine. Just look at Robbie Whittall and Firebird.
RG: "Yes you could say that. Our glider was one of the smallest in
Bruce Goldsmith and Airwave, and Gin Seok and Edel."
the field and still it was one of the largest ADVANCE had ever made."
After the success in the World Champs, many people wanted to buy
HB: "In Chassertal we measured a maximum speed of 55 km/h with
the glider of the World Champion. How did you react and what was your
full speed bar, and that was with only six litres of ballast!"
reply?
Is this glider a totally new concept or an evolution of existing ideas?
RG: "If we had gliders to sell we would have sold everything. Our
RG: "Every new glidcrisa combination of many years of accumulated
answer was, when the production glider is ready and forthe co rrespondi ng
knowledge and new concepts. No prototype is totally new but rather is
price."
based on experience. I am more of a conservative person and Hans brought
Is it a glider for any pilot?
me out of that a little .. ."
HB: "Not for any pilot! Pilots will be right with it if they fly actively
How did your development progress?
and can develop a good feel for the glider. For example the speed bar
HB: "We to and fro'd a lot because I didn ' tknowifl would be selected
required fine feeling so that the limits are not overstepped."
in the (Swiss) team. It wasn't untilJapan (WC March '93) that we laid the
first criteria. As a goal then I was after an aspect of 7 .. . "
RG: "And I wanted 5! This resulted in sleepless nights and greying
hair. In the end we compromised on an aspect ratio of6 . Then the computer
was put into action. It determined the glider measurements for the sail
cutting work. Because we produced the glider in our workshop in Thun,
where repairs are also carried out, the glider was only finished a week
before the World Cup in Chamonix. At first we attached standard lines
because thin lines can ' t handle knots."
HB: "I can make eval uations of gliders but am not capable of fine
tuning them - this is what Robert did. After only three flights I flew it in
the competition at Chamonix - naturally we attached thin competition
lines. Despite turbulent conditions flying in the classic lee of Chamonix I
feit quite safe. We didn't change anything as a result."
Does it have a profile that has been used on other gliders?
RG: "Every designer used a particular profile that he continually
U8/30 KALAROO ROAD, REDHEAD NSW 2290
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _- - J evolves over time with experience and intuition ."

PROFESSIONAL

SAIL REPAIRS
PH/FAX (049) 499222

Wingtech Pty Ltd

~
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And the lines?
RG: "The line layout is not
"... the greatest advance that needs
revolutionary. This is the first
time we have used thinner Kevto be made is the mentality of the
lar lines. The main lines were
1.1 mm and the upper lines 0.8
pilots rather than the design of
mm; some of our competitors
use 0.4 mm ... "
gliders"
Is it true that during the
World Championships the lines
had to be changed?
UB: "Not during the World
glider with an aspect ratio of 6
Championships but between
tha t rna kes it over the Giitesi egal
Verbier and the World Cup
hurdle, but rather a glider that is
fi nal. It wasn't due to line agei ng
liked by me and the customers.
but rather to improve the glider.
In all types of similar sports, be
The time before the World
it surfing or snowboarding, the
Championships was too short to
partici pants are active. Why not
Approaching Corryong airport - photo Heinz Bobner
complete the fine tuning phase."
paragliding?"
How long did the preparaIn what direction will
tion take for this glider?
gliders go in the future?
RG: "Five months . Hans and I have been working together for a long
RG: "To determine a direction in the future one should look back and
time and this is the fruit of our long association."
extend this line forwards. My understanding is increased by every new
When it comes to type approval testing by the authorities, which
advancement. At glide angles of 41 thought we had reached our limits but
characteristics will the World Champion glider gain or lose?
now we are getting close to 8. I think that the greatest advance that needs
RG: "The experience of Hans has shown me thata gliderwith an aspect
to be made is the mentality of the pilots rather than the design of gliders.
of 6 can hold its own in the tough world of competition flying. For the
We have to find the fun in flying and not just the performance!"
production version passive security will be foremost important. It is
Coming up in Part 2: Paratech is put under the microscope. The
planned to homologate to the Afnor norm and not the DHV because too
success of the P40 is being carried on with its replacement, the PSO. What
many characteristics would otherwise be lost. I do not want to produce a
is new, and what compromises have been made? •
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'TURBO-CHUTE"
Australia's first, utterly affordable,
totally transportable, foot launched
powered paraglider.

Flying training with accomodatlon available
at the Light Wing Flying Academy.
TUrbo-chute Info Vldeo ......... ...$35 Inc P/H

h~ /f((J~e- lirplo/Katl(J1( ~all
HOWARD HUGHES ENGINEERING PlY LTD
BALUNA AIRPORT, SOlITHERN CROSS DRNE
P.O. BOX 89
BAILINA
N.S.W. 2478
PH (066) 86 8658 OR FAX (066) 86 8343

This aircraft has not been approved under the UGFA Certilication Standard for foot-launched hang gliders.
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The Winter
Thermal
Season
A winter thermalling
guide for Victoria.
As late autumn approaches
each year, many pilots in Victoria begin to count down the days to the end of
the flying season. Soon it will be time to pack
away the glider for a few months and dream of
the coming summer.
For many, winter is a time to save or to do
all those chores that have been neglected during
the previous season . For others, winter is an
inconvenient period of forced retirement from
the sport as the weather tums rainy and cold. But
just when does the thermal flying season finish?
Or, more to the point, 29§ it really finish at all?
Winter in Victoria may not have high
temperatures but it does get hot enough to be
able to produce a temperature differential on the
ground (and that's what creates a thermal) and
there's certainly plenty of instability. It is very
unusual, in winter, to be under the influence of
a large, stable high pressure system for very long
and the air is constantly being churned up by
frontal activity. This is good news and means
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thatifyou go flying in winter itwill probably be
unstable. Unfortunately, due to the cooler
temperatures, cloudbase tends to be low and
often socks in many mountain sites.
Rainfall in winter is higher. However, it is
not evenly distributed across Victoria. Most of
it falls in the south, east and north-east of the
state whereas the north and north-west remain
relatively dry. These areas also tend to have the
highest temperatures in the state.
A couple of years ago, because of these
factors, we elected to towin the north and northwest of Victoria during the winter months. This
gave us a combination of dryer conditions,
higher temperatures, lighter winds in some conditions and relatively high cloudbase (due to the
low altitude of the flying sites above sea level).
After flying for a couple of winters in the
north of Victoria and in southern NSW we discovered that, providing you choose the site and

weather carefully, quite reasonable strength
thermal activity continues right through the "off
season" .
In fact, flying in winter can actually have
some advantages:
There's no dust or flies and sheep paddocks
become green and quite inviting.
Pick the right day and, even though the air
temperature may be only 14"C, due to the
clear skies, you may find yourself setting up
in a T-shirt!
Even in still wind, landing is very slow and
predictable due to the cool dense air.
• The thermals are usually quite smooth and
mellow which makes flying very relaxing
and enjoyable, even when scratching down
low.
There's very little sink.
Of course, before you can enjoy winter
towing you first need a venue and not all tow
paddocks are created equal.
How much rain a paddock can handle before
it becomes boggy depends not only on where it
is located, but also on the type of soil it consists
of. Some paddocks we !Jse remain hard enough
to tow on right through winter. Others, in the
same area, become totally impassable. Sandy
soil on comparatively higher ground is ideal.
The off season is a good time for another
val uable hang gl iding pastime - paddock searching! Don't complain about not being invited
away by other groups . Instead form a tow group
of your own. There are literally thousands of
suitable tow paddocks out there and most
farmers are very friendly and helpful. The more
tow paddocks there are, the less pressure there
is on each one, and the more flying variety
everyone can enjoy.
Okay, so it's July and you've organised a
great tow site a few hours from home. Now you
have to pick your day.
The weather forecast for melbourne usually
has little relevance for the rest of the state,
particularly north of the Great Dividing Range.
When looking at the evening forecast, take not
of what it's going to do where you're going, not
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where you are. It's very easy to talk yourself out
offlying because it's goingto rain in Melbourne.
Chances are, it may well be flyable up north.
Here are some things to take notice of during the
evening weather forecast:
1. Wind Strength
Winds with any southerly component tend to
moderate the further north you go. We tend to
subtract at least 10 kts from the Melbourne
forecast when attempting to estimate wind
strengths up north in a south-westerly, though
it's no more than an educated guess. Unless
there's a gale warning, we usually do go
anyway. The chances of at least getting a fly are
pretty good.
Mind you, I've found that useable thermals
are very unusual in winter once the wind
strength rises above about 13 kts. The weak lift
tends to get blown apart and is virtually impossible to use. The best thing, though, is to get out
there and try for yourself.
2. Rain
Widespread rain across the state is, of course,
bad news. However, most of the time, the rain is
isolated to the south of the Great Divide and, in
these situations, the weather can still be pretty
good up north.
3. Cloud Cover
Winterairis generally cold and moist. Aday that
starts out blue, unless it is particularly heavily
inverted, will start forming cu's quite early.
These cumulus generally don't erode quickly
and may prematurely shut the day down. This
happens in summer too, but as the thermal activity only seems to last from midday until about
4 o'clock in the winter, the chances of the activity starti ng up agai n are small.
Clear skies are the best forecast. However,
the old half-sun, half-cloud on the weather map
can often mean cloud streets and excellent cross
country conditions with the drawback of a
shorter window.
The Classic Winter Flying Day
In my opinion this is a sunny, light wind day
with a top temperature of anything above U·c.
Light wispy cumulus from about 10 or 11 am
but do not start to develop until after midday.
Initial c10udbase may be around 1700 ft agl.
Early tows show large areas of buoyant air
and gliders begin to maintain or climb slowly.
By 1 pm c10udbase has risen to 3,500 ' or even
higher and thermal cI imb rates typicall y average
between 150 to 200 fpm but may be as high as
400 to 500 fpm. Assuming there is no significant
overcloudingthe thermal activity will shutdown
not long after 4 pm when it finishes quite suddenly. At the end of the day everyone packs up
(with even bigger smiles on their faces) after a
cross country flight of 30 km or maybe more
(last year's winter record was over 80 km). To
top it off they are all home in time to watch the
Sunday night movie!
In Australia we are in the enviable position
of being able to fly all year round. Make the most
of it!
Watwick Duncan •
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Triking
Update
KEITH EMMS from TRIKE AIR dropped
in for a flying visit with the new imported
MAINAIR FLASH. Keith sees his standard
model, the MERCURY, taking the place of the
Pegasus XL model which he claims is being
phased out of production.
Quality finish as you would expect from the
Brits, is a feature. Well padded tandem seating
with a wide cockpit, similar styling to the
Skylinkside-by-sideseating trike. A rather large
hole i n the pod for the front wheel which seemed
odd as a lot of cold air flow through .
The wing is similar to the Skylink wing; a
dove tail type chord, very deep chord and small
tips, leaps off the ground atquite low speed. The
speed range of the Mercury seems quite good
but slow roll rate and a little on the heavy side
for handling.
I only had a short flight in the Mercury and
missed Keith on his return trip but the aircraft
did everything right and potential buyers will be
happy with the product.
The exci ting news from Keith is the
BLADE. Claims of 100 mph level and straight
and useable. If true, it would really find him a
market. My name is on the top of the list for a
test flight on this one. Stay tuned.
AIRBORNE WINDSPORTS are keeping
right up with the times ...
Followi ng the rei ease of the E type gearbox
by Rotax, electric start is now available on the
NEW EDGE EXECUTIVE model.
Long awaited improvements to the seating
comfort have arrived!! An extra 100 mm length
plus back support for the pilot, more leg and
head room for the passenger and ample padding
just where you need it. Well done lads. An added
bonus of the seat research is approx 30 kg less
load on the front wheel duri ng landi ng, allowi ng
slower touchdown speeds and greater cross
wind capability.
Slight changes to the sail cut and trailing
edge tension plus the in-flight trim wheel have
improved the. pitch stability without reducing
the quick, light roll response giving pilots far
more comfort and control to what is already a
leader in it's class of aircraft.
At a base price of $19,600.00, market
response has been exceptional with 20 aircraft
on order.
By the time you read this our new Skylimit
trainer should have been flown home and a full
flight report will follow. Any guesses for the
colours???
Flyins ...
Following the great flight north with Luke Car-

mody and his motley crew, many pilots have
been asking where and when is the next one??
Much was learnt from the last effort in organisation and the basic problem being too few
doing too much for too many.
Nothing big has been planned for this year
but a similar run for next winter should be oonsidered. (I'm still waiting for my coconuts
Bolto!!) Pilots should be organised into groups
of 5 with a group leader. They can then make
their own plans, destinations and time frame.
Interested parties can forward their detai Is in
writing (or on disk) to me at Tyagarah Airfield,
Byron Bay 2481 so we can put you in touch with
others in your area.
A flight en-mass to the Jacaranda Festival at
Grafton at the end of October would be good
practice and for once we oould out number those
gyrocopters!! A great weekend is assured
anyway.
The FIRST EVER hang glider flight in
Australia was at the Jacaranda festival in 1964.
Yes, 30 years ago, by John Dickenson!
Tyagarah Flying Group held it's inaugural
competitive fly-in Anzac weekend, 25 April. A
good turnout with 17 competitors, mostly
Drifter ultralights with a few home builts and a
couple of trikes.
Bomb dropping, streamer cutting and short
field landings being the comps with Adam, the
overall winner, in a Drifter.
Other section winners:
Bomb drop: Joe Scott, 88 pts
Streamer Cuts: Martin Bright & Trevor West
equal with 8 cuts each from 2500 ft
Short field : John Thompson who has lots of
practice at his own strip.
Airmanship Award: Marie Jeffery for
demonstrating consistently the best circuit approaches and etiquette.
Everyone was a winner as the day was great
fun. BBQ and beers topped off the night with
Rudy demonstrating his Russian KGB night
vision glasses. Absolutely amazing; where do
we get some?
Inglewood celebrated it's 10th annual fly in
April 30, May 1st, with a great mixing of G.A.,
ultralights, trikes, aerotowing of hang gliders by
tug and trike plus winch towing.
Lots of activity and entertainment.
Ample proof that all us sport aviation pilots
can operate together as it should be!
Shirley Lake set the ball rolling with a
graphic demonstration of the XS's ability to
recover from a extreme nose down attitude from
low altitude. The result is Shirley's determination to work out in the gym and put on some
condition ... Look out now you blokes!!!
Mark Fisher's hang gliding experience
helped with an engine failure just after take off
in his Faloon ultralight. A paddock landing next
to the strip saw only a little damage.
Wayne Fisher (no relation) once again
showed remarkable skills on the Drifter.
Continued on page 32...
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"Oh, by the way Goldie, I've contacted the
newspaper and TV and they'd love to come out
and catch the moment on film."
"No way, I'm not going up if there's any
media there."
"Why not?"
"Ifmy square dancing club find out how old
I really am, they'll start treating me like an old
lady and stop me dancing all night."
Being a tandem instructor, I get to hear some
good excuses from people who get cold feet but
this was a new one to me. My 85 year old
grandmother had no reservations whatsoever
about soaring Stanwell Park in my Double
Vision Tandem hang glider, but if word got out
thatshewas 15 years older than the 70she'd told
her square dancing club .... well that would be a

Trilung Update continued from p. 31
Good clouds and 6000 ft height gain on the
Saturday by the gliders saw happy faces later at
the pub, but Sunday saw the first decent rains
there for a long time. Typical for flyins eh??
Well worth putting this on your must-go-to
calender for next year and we wish Bill Moyes
a speedy recovery from recent surgery. He 's
sure to be in force next time.
SKYLIMITSPORTS AVIATION is officially OFF the market. Thanks to those who
were genuinely interested in the business and to
those who expressed concern at what the hell I
was up to. It's good to know your flying buddies
do care.
Stay tuned for the grand vision for Byron
Bay!! I???
AIRBORNE are now importing the LYN'X
intercom system. Really the top of the range
communication system will be repo rted on soon .
Happy flying on these calm winter months.
Keep it safe. Rug up for those chilly days and
DO NOT fly with frost on your wings!!!

CoconulJoe
P.S. Don't just let me ramble on about trikes
here,send in stories and news as you hear itwith
pics and the works . •
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fate worse then the worst case scenario with a
hang glider.
Actually when I'd first mentioned I may
bring a tandem back from the US, she showed
an eagerness which to date has only increased.
While my grandfather was alive, he had
stopped her doing anything that contained an
element of risk, so upon his death she got her
first driver's licence at age 55 then hopped on a
boat for England. After working odd jobs in
London she wandered the continent for a while
before catching a bus back to Australia via the
Middle East, India and Asia . She didn't think
twice about climbing Uluru in her seventies or
riding the Dream World big dipper on her 80th
birthday.
After numerous rained out days, Stanwell

finally turned on an ESE in clearing
weather, although a little strong. A quick
run down of equipment and launch procedure, a little assistance from Mitsy and we
were away and climbing. Conditions were
smooth enough to allow some hands on
instruction and being a mid week morning
the ridge was virtually ours.
Goldie never ceased to amaze me with
her astute observations of conditions and
questions on aerodynamics, all the while
commenting on the delights of silent flight.
This in her words was the "ultimate experience".
After about an hour up and with some
squalls appeari ng on the horizon, we
elected to land . The combi nation of my 6' 4"
height with Goldie's 5'2", and 15 km/h
surface winds meant my fears of landing
were groundless,just like Goldie's feet until
I sat the glider down.
"Let me know when it's 'on' again," she said
with a smile from ear to ear.
That I did, only this time I elected to take her
paragl idi ng ina Pro Design Challenger tandem.
This flight was to prOve a greater challenge (no
pun intended) due mai nly to the dynamics of
launching.
By now the fear of her age becoming public
knowledge was a moot point as the local Coffs
Harbour newspaper had found out through some
means the whole story of the flight and her age,
making her somewhat of a local celebrity.
So with the media out in force, all we needed
was for Beechmont to turn on a good one. Finally it started to blow just enough for a forward
start without too hard a run and we were away.
But all too quickly I was reminded of
the difficulty of tandem paragliding
with people of vastly different
weights by having all my forward
visibility obscured by Goldie's back.
With a stretch I managed to look
around her for our extended sled ride.
After the easy hang glider landing
this landing in no wind proved a little
more interesting as I had to flare a
little earlier than normal, let go of the
brakes and quickly rea ch forward to
support Goldie by the harness and
gently lower her to the ground.
She was ecstatic with this latest
foray into silent flight and didn'teven
mind the 800' climb back up to
launch.
"You know, I wish people
wouldn ' t look upon their age as the
limiting factor for living life to the
fullest," she said, "You 're as youngas
you want to be."
"I couldn't agree more," I said,
smiling.
And Goldie will be back; she's
hooked.

Phil Hystek •
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couple of minutes after
take off. Intentional or not
it put me off. The comp
was called off. About 6
pilots flew. The clouds
seemed to be going about
25 knots from the west,
and no one went over the
back. Apparently the air
was not so bad as
described by one pilot. He said he'd been
weightless 50 ti meso Kev Reay was seen headi ng
south down the range beneath an ugly black
monster cloud, fortunately well below it. Cloud
base was above 7000 and those who flew landed
at Manilla. Since the day was canned some pilots
went to tbe Keepit glidi ng stri p. DaveJul ian bad
both ankles and an elbow broken wben the
sailplane in which he was a passenger crashed.

Magic
W

e were sitting at the bar of the Royal
Hotel after yet another good day at west
Borah when Bob Bentley mentioned that
Toddy's servo was looking to sponsor an event
to the tune of 400 litres of fuel. This was too
good to pass up, so the Tamworth and Manilla
club decided to run a f1yin over easter. As usual
the Aussie glider manufacturers came to the
party with goody bags (thanks blokes, we appreciated the support (OOPS, sorry Vicki!)).
Good Friday found AI
Giles harassing an assembly
of 40 odd pilots (some very
odd pilots!). Der Fuhrer explained that the area west of
takeoff was the FORBIDDEN ZONE, and anyone
landing there would be
rewarded with a sterilisation
operation with a rusty implement and with no anaesthetic. Scoring was modified
olympic/honour/offer system. That is,like golf,lowest
score wins. First to goal
scores 1 point, second scores
2 points etc. No speed points
are used. Pilots were on their
honour to take turnpoints
correctly (no photos) and the
organisers were open to any
offers.
Day 1. Task was fly to Barraba silos then
back to Manilla airstrip. Wind SWat about 5
knots. There were good clouds with base rising
to about 8500 during the day. Takeoff from
Borah west was reasonably straight forward.
The early flyers were able to climb out from
launch. Stuart Prosser got an average of 900
fpm. Ozzie had his vario pegged on 600 fpm so
he switched to the higher scale and was still
pegged on 1500 fpm. There were also straggly
thermals but if you could find the cores, the lift
was strong. As the clouds spread out, there were
large shadowed areas, especially near the
turnpoint. The shadow downed a few piiots.
However, there was lift down low in the sun and
most pilots talked of low saves . At least three
flew past the silos to the sun over Barraba to get
back up. Di ck Heffer won the day by getting to
the airstrip first. Glen Salmon cruised over town
in the buoyant air about 5:00, whi ch got him
some sort of moonlight !lit award I think. Paul
Roche, Bob Bentley, Miek COliS and Steve
Rushworth tied for third after landing near the
river on the edge of Manilla.

Day 2 was a bit windy. Ken Studdard took
otT in a Combat and did a 90 degree bank a
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Day 3. Sitting in the sun at the Caravan park
soaking up the morning warmth, it's a different
day. White patches on the tail of a river duck
were flashing in the sun like a white reflector
tape on a bumper bar. Clouds forming at 7:45
am but lasting only 5 minutes in a light breeze
from the SE. Everyone was eager for a fly.
Jockeying for positions in the convoy up the hill
so you don't have to open a gate and still get to
the top first, as the launch is tighter on the eastern

side and set up basically restricted to only one
side. Task was to fly to Narrabri airport via
Boggabri. Kev Reay did the bonours, closely
followed by Kel Minter, by bombing out first.
Because this side has less ridge lift bombouts are
more prevalent and it tends to slow down the
launches so the early flyers bave the advantage
of extra time in tbe air. About 8 pilots formed a
lead gaggle but split up after a good thermal on
the south end of the Kaputab range. Half went
straight to Boggabri, the others stayed north but
had trouble edging headwind in the weak lift.
The flying from turnpoint to goal was slightly
easier but the time of day meant only Dick
Heffer made goal. Peter Ebeling was second
with Craig Koomber third. Ken Stoddard bottomed out.
Drive had neutral, 2nd had neutral and
reverse was neutral. The oil was gone and the
car spent the rest of the
weekend with a mechanic at
Boggabri . In his first XC
flight Leigh Tinker flew to
Wean racecourse, not too
shabby in the conditions. Bad
luck to Les Best who found a
frayed side wire in his
preflight check and couldn't
find anyone with a spare set
on the hill.

Day 4. Day three was the
end of the comp but everyone
was keen for another flight.
ThewindwasNE. We should
have used a different site but
we went to Borah east. Of
course there was no ridge lift
and a cycle every half hour or
so. About 20 pilots actually
launched. Some went to the
west side which was probably worse. I had a
close encounter with Eliot Goblet whose face
remained expressionless. If you got up it was
good. Kev Reay made up for yesterday by being
first off again but this ti me getting up and flying
to Gunnedah . There were good clouds between
takeoff and Keepit but after that the lift was light
but smooth and consistent.
Continued on page 36 ...

State, Club and Region News
Queensland

battled on. The troops have been out scouring
the country for any possible launch sites and
have been successful in a few cases.
About six Canungra hang glider pilots and
myself ventured to the disused site of Killarney
and after a few environmental adjustments
lobbed off for a variety of flights. My first wind
dummy flight ended up atthe bottom looking up
as most hang gliders climbed out and went over

and intermediates Chris Frost, Andrew
Horchner, Dave Anwyl.
Till next time, remember your best friends
are altitude and airspeed.
Phil Hystek

New South Wales

April brought us some favourable conditions to fly considering the month prior where
rain dampened the spirits as well as the wings.
Glen McLeod would have to take out the fly of

the back. Except for el Presidente who found the
same sink that I did. One of the reason I fly
paragliders had me back up on launch ready to
fly after a pleasant 50 minute walk through very

the month with his fantastic fly from Beechmont
to west of Millmerran, some 200 kIDs. Also the
same day some of our more elite pilots were not
far behind Glen; good effort lads.

nice country.
The next flight resulted in what I guess is a
site paragliding record (yea, I know, no
paragliders have ever flown the site but...) of 25

Great Lakes Hang Gliding
Club Inc

Later on in the month saw some club members revisiting Killarney to catch up on some
much needed maintenance and also to enjoy
some good flying. No doubt Killarney's premier
night spot, the hotel, was well attended also.
Early May brought us what appears to be an
annual event at Inglewood. The event of course
is aerotowing which was new to some. For
·t
.
I·
o th ers t was an opportuntty to try new g tders
and equipment, thanks to Moyes, and Zupe for
the use of his Desire. Overall, considering the
air traffic, the weekend was very successful with
Saturday being the best of the three days, which
saw 3 pilots making it to Goondiwindi with 80
kms. Dave Redman made his return with an out
and return and a smile as big as they come. On
ya Dave, we look forward to seeing more of you
on the hill soon. Thanks also to Phil Pritchard
for his trike and tandem glider, as well as the
tireless efforts from the tug operators Clive and
Frank.
Now just 2 items before signing off. For all
pilots intending to fly Beechmont, there is a very
definite rule on top landing at Beechmont which
was brought up at our last meeting. It's the
cricket pitch or bombout. That's it, no ifs, buts
or maybes, or pay the consequences. We do not

kms.
While on the subject of great weekends we
also had a good one down at that awesome site
of Mt Borah near Manilla . The weather turned
out to be almost perfect albeit for a lack of cu's
but that didn't stop Trev, Denise, Frosty, Billy,
Keith and my dad getting their first taste of
thermal flying and the serious altitude that goes
along with it.

Hi fellow fliers,
Giro. Yes Giro is the word on everyone's lips
and our club, the Great Lakes Hang Gliding
Club is holding the first competition f1yin atthis
breathtaking site. It will be held on thelune long
weekend, 11th, 12th and 13th 1994.
No.1: How to get there: Giro valley, north
west of Gloucester, approximately 25 kms and
south of the Cooplacum·pa sl·te. The launch I·S

But the best was definitely kept till last when
on Sunday with the grand total of two thermals
experience, Frosty launched and showed us how
it's done with a 38 km XC to land north of
Barraba. He said the Edel Space gave him the
confidence he needed in the rough and punchy
thermals. "I only landed because I was cold," he
told his chase crew while trying to warm his blue
fingers .
I managed to eke out 60 km in my Super
Space which I'm sure could have been a lot more
had I not got down to 150' AGL (1WICE!)
before grovelling back up to a respectable altitude. I believe Beni Shilling from Switzerland
pulled off 148 km there a few weeks back.
Anyway a quick congratulations to my new
novices: Fran Ning, Trevor Mitchell, Ian Harrison, Keith Allen, Denise Crook, Steve Groom

about 1,800 ft above the bombout area and faces
south to south west. Travelling distance from
launch to born bout area is 5 km with 50% tar and
50% good gravel road. This area has the potential for some great flights .
This will be a fun weekend for flying, camping and canoeing so bring your family and
friends for a fun time.
No.2: 'Ton-o-fun' BBQ, picnic lunch
BYO has been organised for the 2nd weekend
of November 1994. Fun family day just for the
little ones and our big people of the club. This
will be a great fun time for everyone involved.
Friends are most welcome.
Tip for the month: Always respect the air
and you will be safe.
Until next month, Lynne Bailey, Sandra
Parsons 065 554077, Social Directors.

want to risk the loss of this siteagain. - : - - - : - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Also all novices are now required to Tandem aerotowing at Inglewood '93 - photo Bernard Gonsalves
land in the bombout. A notice of intention will be in Skysailor soon.
On a lighter note the second week
in October brings the Canungra Classic so don't forget to book your entry
as soon as possible. A few surprise
attendances have been mentioned.
Dean Hone, Secretary
Paragliding News
Hi punters,
lust a few notes from the south east
corner of Qld. The sunshine state
hasn't lived up to its reputation over
the last couple of months. Rain and
wind in the wrong direction but we
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Sydney Paragliding
Club
While our southern cousins talk
about their winter 'hibernation', we
Sydneysiders are only just beginning to
get some serious flying in at Stanwell,
which is looking more and more like a
winter site every year. The club is now
well supported at our St George
Leagues Club meetings with roll ups of
around 30 punters on the second Monday of every month. A forward reconnaissance party consisting of a few
die-hards has been checking out sites
for club weekends away.
Those planned for the coming
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months include Manilla, Bathurst and towing at
a yet-to-be-determined location. A concerted
effort will be made this year to send a team to
show the Vics how it's done in 'Not The Vic
Open' which will of course include masses of
cheating and underhanded tactics. Intense training is underway even as you read this .
Recent good flying efforts include Mike
Eggleton and Homer doing 15 kms on their
maiden xes at Manilla; the eagl e at Argalong
for targeting Enda so well over the summer; and
some trail blazing XC from Blackheath (to the
dismay of the hangies) by yours truly.
For punters flying Stanwell, some words of
warning; the cold winter air packs more punch
than in summer for a given speed, and watch out
for the katabatic in the landing area or Mitsi will
be tearing stri ps off you faster than the Argalong
eagle.
Fly safe and have fun
Godfrey

Lower Blue Mountains Hang
Gliding Club
Over the last 9 months we have been running
a club competition at various sites . The most
recent competition day was Sunday 1 May at

B1ackheath with about 10 of our pilots there.
With an equal number of other pilots, it was
a crowded site on that day. The wind was
from theNW, 10-25 kso notan ideal Blackheath day. Because of the NW wind, a
southerly task was set into the Megalong
valley towards Katoomba . 3 of us got to
Medlow Bath but having surveyed the terrain, decided that discretion was the better
part of valour as available landing areas
beyond looked a bit scarce. We eventually
landed in the valley alongside the
Megalong Road. Best effort for the day must
go to Walter Kroinik, in hisXT, who landed
way out in the wilds of the Megalong and
then hitched a ride on a horse to get back.
Everybody else landed in the born bout paddock.
We havea new club logo. It was decided that
the old one showing the city and the mountains
did not really reflect the club's area. A competition was held and the winning entry by Koyre
Tottenham is now our official logo.
The cI ub meets on the last Tuesday of each
month at the Sportsman Hotel Kildare Road
B1acktown, 7.30 pm onwards. New members
are always welcome. We also try to have at least
one club organised fly per month, usually on the
first Sunday after the meeting. This could be
winch towing or hill flying at whichever local
site is appropriate for the day . During the sum mer months we also organise longer duration
expeditions to places further afi eld.
Fly safely
David Middleton, President
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The VHGA AGM is to be held on Tuesday
2nd August 1994, 7.30 pm at the Anchor and
Hope Hotel, Church St, Richmond. All committee positions will be vacant, so if you're not
happy with the way things are being done, now
is your chance to get in there and do something
a bout it. VHGA members wishing to put motions to the AGM on matters affecting the
VHGA constitution or by-laws are required to
give them in writing to the secretary no later than

Sky Cycles P/L
Trike Sales & Training. Sole Australian Agent
for Solarwings/Pegasus
NEW Pegasus Quantum combines economy of the "Q" model with comfort and cockpit
ergonomics of the Quasar. In-flight trim to over 70 mph bands off. Phone for an information
package on this world beater.
Pel!asus Quasar 2 35 to 70 mph (hands off). The smooth performer now available is low noise
582. Super quiet, super comfort, superb handling, a real treat.
Pegasus "Q" th e perfo rmance and economy o f th e "Q" is well known . Still winning th e
competitions that count.
Pegasus XL availabl e in 462, low noise and 447. Also now in High Power configuration with or
without tug equipment. Flying school and recreationa l favo urite.
Cyclone Chaser S The Wo rld Champion f1 exwing single sea ter. Real economy and performance
at a real low price.

We also have good used aircraft available.
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Pho ne for a n inform ation package on any of our trike products or arrange a test flight.
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Don't forget your IVO prop $600, and Special Co mrnunica trike systems includes belmet, visors, radio
kit, battery & cha rger for only $950.
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For all the latest in trike products and training.

14 Northern Ave Moorabbin Airport Vic 3194

Ph: 03 587 5975, Fax: 03 587 5976
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State, Club and Region News continued ...
30 days prior to the AGM. They may be mailed
to VHGA PO Box 400 Prahran 3181.
The Southern club and Sky High club will
hold their meeting following the AGM with
Southern holding their elections. Mike for PM .
The annual Safety/Training seminar
(similar to last year) is going to be held on 3 or
4 week nights during September instead of a full
weekend, so we can all go fl ying. Further details
will be in issues to follow. If you have ideas on
what you'd like to see and do, let us know and
I'll do my best to make sure it happens .
We are still looking for a new VHGA logo,
so put your pens to paper and send them to the
address above.
Steve Trone

Nicole Shalders phone 053 492174.
All the best
Phillip Campbell

Western Australia
Dalwallinu Hang Gliding Club

A lot has been happening since you last
heard from us. Probably the 8th most significant
is another nickname for Steve Endres. The club
Western Victorian Hang
has a 'big Tone', a ' little Bomber' and now a
Gliding Club
'medium Steve' which just about describes
every
facet of his being. The biggest news to hit
On Saturday 30th of April 1994, the second
the
club
is the selection of Dr Sarah Chadwick
meeting of the Western Victorian Hang Gliding
women's team to compete at
for
the
Australian
Club was held.
the
Women
's
Worlds
in America. Hopefully
A good turn out was expected and achieved
we're looking at the next world champ and Sarah
with 28 people present i ncl udi ng John Twomey,
is looking at a harness upgrade!
VHGA President. Five new members were
Theclubrecently hosted the WAState Titles
signed up and Rohan Holtkamp was appointed
atWongan
Hills. This year we were graced with
Senior Safety Officer.
presence
of
Drooper Cooper and Russel DunDuring the meeting it was decided to place
can,
who
when
marinated in enough of the
speed reduction signs around the Ben Nevis
brown
bubbly
stuff
proved to be a flowing
bombout paddock as the site has become somesource
of
vital
information.
The state titles was
what sensitive due to an accident between a
won
by
the
flying
Scotsman
John Kilgour. Rob
farmer and a pilot and the fact that a few pilots
Duffy won the intermediate section and 'crazy'
have overshot comers and removed several fenKarl blitzed the novice section. A tip from the
ces.
author: never change your glider just before a
A word to all pilots intending to fly this site:
compo
there is no need to rush and please keep an eye
Flight of the comp went to a new competiout for farmers and their stock.
tion pilot, Rob Sexton. Rob, a low hour novice,
Finally the club is doing well with 23 memtook off before the window opened without a
bers and anyone who wants information or
map and no experience of cross country flying.
wants to give information, our Secretary is
When he landed he'd had his first cross
[]2]:1~J]::ra:::FJ]ITl7frrrJTIES;JTI[J3J8ITl country flight, made 10,000 feet, flown 76
km and made his first goal. Congratulations, Rob.
The club has recently been introduced
to aero towing thanks to Airsports and
Michael Bristow. The response has been
great with many club pilots obtaining their
aero tow endorsements and more importantly, another sticker for the flight book.
Over Easter many club members made
the journey up to windy Geraldton for the
annual flyin . Flying conditions were great
with many pilots leaving the ridge in thermals for the first time. The after flying
entertainment was great with one night
being particularly hard to remember. Tip
two form the author: when trying to sneak
someone wearing sneakers into a nightclub,
fi rst check that no one in the cI ub is actually
wearing sneakers.
The club has also introduced the
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' novice weekend'. This involves two experienced club pilots giving up a weekend to run
a flying trip specifically organised to get novice
pilots into the air. The first weekend went really
well thanks to 'big Tone' and Dr Sarah who
helped Sam 'Boomerang' Blight get a first cross
country flight. The next weekend will be in
Geraldton on the 4,5 and 6 of June. 'Dancing'
Jonathan Back will be organising this one.
Last but not least the club would like to say
a sad farewell to Miss Nat who has just left for
England to become 'Nanny Nat'. Everybody
would like to thank you for the help and all the
time spent in the tow car.
Until next month, keep hanging ...
Bomber.

Continued from page 33...
After the dust settled we had winners and
losers. Dick Heffer won A grade after making
goal both days and also had the longest flight.
Steve Rushworth was 2nd and Cmac & Bob
Bentley equal 3rd. Phi I Wiggs was last (Last had
to fly beyond bomboutdistance of5 kms on both
days which was not so easy) . Neva Bull won B
grade for which she scored a pair of maroon
hand fairings from Moyes . There was some
disappointment on her face. I think the colour or
something clashes with her harness or kite. Rolfus Eronius 2nd, James Ozdernir 3rd and Alf
Piper 4th (Good to see Alf back into it). Kraig
Coomber won the longest flight. B grade last
wa~ Andrew Wunderlich, welcome back
An ·ew. DaveJulianwontheNOSHITTHERE
I V: A.S for his unfortunate accident. Billo got the
COl ; tency award for yet another 2 bombouts
wi I ] bonus busted upright (Eliot Goblet finally
go· I ) on the Monday only to have his vario
.Ie ~ go flat after the first thermal) . The
1 .vii lion award went to both Mick Willis for
iI spl 1did 1st XC flight at 180 degrees off
.;ours, and to Dave Phillips for flying over the
Kelvin Gap to Gunnedah instead of going to
Boggabri. Several determination awards were
given. Darren Grove, Steve Hunt and I think
Ozzieall got one. Hang driver award of25litres
of fuel we nt to Ken Stoddard for ripping the
sump out of his Magna . Perhaps he needed
transmission fluid instead of petrol.
Many thanks to the sponsors of this event,
Toddy's servo and Shell, Thomas and Vicki at
the Royal Hotel and of course the Aussie glider
manufacturers. If you are in Manilla buy your
fuel at Toddy's, they are the cheapest and they
look after hang glider pilots well. Thomas and
Vicki of the Royal Hotel found some local
drivers, which was appreciated by those who
might otherwise have had to retrieve vehicles
from the hill. Thanks again. The good turnout of
pilots and good flying for the last two years
mean that we will most likely make Easter at
Manilla a regular event. See you there next year.

•
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STOLEN
Paraglider bottom surface turquoise, upper surface
purple & yellow in centre, yellow stabiliser. Any information please ring 02 6657279

LOST
During April - gold chain & gold hang glider
pendant either on take off or pack up area Stanwell
Park Reward 02 9051609

WANTED
Reserve parachutes for HG & PG ph Tony 042
942999
Moyes GT (no VB) or Mega II or similar must be in
gd cond ph Steve Ridley 02 6291116

GIVEAWAY
5% Maxi glider early 80's vintage give away to good
home 02 5211240

PARAGLIDERS
Queensland
Para glider Paratech P4 high performance 4 riser &
speed system as new with factory certified Al condition $2100 ono ph 075 965679

New South Wales
Para glider Falhawk Neo 24.5 sq m 60 hrs airtime
ideal for nov pilot $1500 incl harness ph Andy 02
5232801
Airwave Taboo 25 nov/int 70-95 kg approx 2 yrs/30
hrs airtime incl seat harness Paradise $1500 one ph
Harry 066216281
Flytec 3005 varlos brand new 12 mths g/tee with pg
leg strap easy to use analogue & digital display (+/8m/s) averager adjustable sink alarm memories 150
hr battery life save heaps on retail only $450 (this is
not a misprint) at this price you don't need to buy
second hand!!! express posted anywhere ph
Godfrey (045) 721594

Victoria
Paragllder Swing Minoa (adv) high perform winner
'94 Forbes Flatlands suit pilot 65-85 kg (naked pilot
weight) 30 hrs airtime ex cond comes with complete
spare set of lines $3500 ph Phil Brown 058 241322
B or 058 215957 H
Neo 19 sq m approx 10 hrs airtime no patches or
marks ex cond could not fault definitely no porosity
problems make me an offer also
Axls 23 sq m 5 hrs airtime as new cond ex beginner/intermediate glider comes with both beginner &
intermediate brake lines to suit your flying exp also
has foot speed system & as an extra it also has hand
trimmers make me an offer ph Cris 03 5988923 H,
6612589 W
Paraglider Firebird Navajo 25 50 hrs ex cond suit
exp pilot high perform $2500 also
Airbull harness incl APCO 28 reserve $600 ph
Wally 03 4893874 leave message
Paraglider Falhawk Athlete 19 sq m suit small to
intermediate pilot only 18 hrs airtime & in ex cond a
safe & easy canopy to fly $1200 on~ also
Paraglider Firebird Apache 23 sq m DHV weight
60-75 kg safe stable int canopy 45 hrs airtime in ex
cond $2800 with speed system also
Firebird Sitting Bull Paragliding harness & 29 sq
m pulled apex reserve (integral rear mounted) v
comfortable & sturdy harness (back protector incl the
lot for $850 will separate ph Bruce 03 4358934
Para glider Swing Axls II 26 sq m (int) lilac with
purple LE ACPUL As total flying weight 75-90 kg ex
cond great 1st up wing $31 00 ph Andrew 038038807
Edel Apollo 24 ex cond with harness & speed sys-
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tem suits 70-95 kg best ofter ph Wayne 03 7297952
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Paragllder Accord 27 40 hrs airtime trimmers speed
system suit nov/int pilot 65-85 kg stable well performing glider $1600 ph Kate 059 741599

XS 155 (exp intI ex cond low airtime extras fin tip
levers $2200 ono ph 042 846492

Paraglider Excel 28 80 hrs airtime trimmers speed
system suit inVadv pilot 70-90 kg docile high perform
with exceptional sink rate $1700 ph Jerry 01 8 332737
Paragllder Swing Prisma (adv) 26 sqm weight
range 55-80 kg 80 hrs airtime ex cond $1950 ph
Heinz 03 5791839 AH
Paraglider Edel Apollo 24 10 yrs old still crisp white
with purple tips purple & green stripes mint cond
$2400 ph John 03 7494891
Neo 19 sqm approx 10 hrs airtime no patches or
marks ex cond could not fault definitely no porosity
problems make me an offer ph Cris 03 5988923 H,
6612589W
Axls 23 sqm 5 hrs airtime as new cond ex beginnerlint glider comes with both beginner & intermediate brake line to suit your flying exp also has foot
speed system & as an extra it also has hand trimmers
make me an offer ph Cris 03 5988923 H, 6612589
W

ACT
Paraglider Edel Racer 27 sq 80-110 kg inVadv ex
cond 35 hrs $3000 06 2814556 AH

GTR 148 (int) It blue dk blue US light weight Swiss
tube new hId side wires v easy to handle $1100 one
ph Matt 066 853695
Airborne EDGE wing, flies beautifully, has lots of
hrs & has never been pranged , just serviced, less
than half price at $3000 ono also
Airborne EDGE share, if you thoughttriking was out
of your reach, THINK AGAIN . This Trike is in new
condo It is 1 yr & 130 hrs old, there are 3 shares
available at $5000 each & this includes your training.
With new people entering the sport at an alarming
rate, your share retains its value & can easily be
resold at a later date. This is how I started & I would
recommend it to anyone. What pilots don't realise
about Trike shares is with two seats available you
don't spend much time on the ground; with a couple
of people set-up or pack-up is a breeze. What a great
way to clock up as many hrs as you wish & take all
your friends flying too also
Airborne EDGE, grey trike, 2 yrs & 320 hrs old, full
instruments, wing dark blue LE, magenta US, 100
hrs old, this unit has been well maintained & is in v
gd cond $ 15,500 one also
Airborne EDGE, dkgrey, 1 yr & 160 hrs old, excond
flies well $16,500 one also
Airborne EDGE, It grey, 18 mths & 80 hrs old, full

Nova Phonlx 25 70-90 kgs 30 hrs
airtime Gutesiegel 2, SHV As $3500
06 2863145

Western Australia
Paraglider Edel Space 27 sqm &
harness v safe top performing int
glider 4 risers & speed system low hrs
gc $3000 ono ph 09 4577684
Para glider Swing Prisma 26 (adv)
suit 55-80 kg pilot 55 hrs airtime vgc
$2700 also
Edel Apollo 24 yellow suit 55-80 kgs
pilot 20 hrs airtime vgc $2500 also
Edel Orion 24 green suit 55-80 kg
pilot 15 hrs airtime vgc $3200 also
Reserve parachute for paraglider
E-25 brand new with manual weight
2.1 kg $380 ph Jiri Hlavaty 09
2551363
Paragliding varlo Skybox
electronic with big LCD display ex
cond $450 ph 093415271

HANG GLIDERS
New South Wales
2 x Mars 170 (nov) gd cond $750 ea
one also
1 x GTR 162 (int) av cond $500 one
also
1 x Foil 160S Race (int) OK cond
$450 one also
Harnesses: 1 x Moyes pod front
entry blue as new med $640 also
1 x PA cocoon suit 5'9' to 5'11' gd
cond $120 also
1 x apron all equip is properly maintained ph Ian 043 581957 AH, 043
251834 BH, 018439612
Mars 170 (nov) green yellow white gd
cond with pod to suit pilot5'8'~'2' ph
Scott Ratcliffe 048 216848
Variometer Sail 651 vario/altimeter
1 It incr $400 ono also
Moyes pod harness for pilot 170190 cm only 1 season old blue & gold
new $700 sell $400 one ph Peter 066
872114 Lot 1 Brooklet Rd Newrybar
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Products
25 Beverley Ave,WARILLA, N .SW. 2528

Why buy Imported items, when there is an Australian product
manufactured to the same standards, at a cheaper price.
RESERVE PARACIIlITf.S, for Hang Gliders & Paragliders with much
slower descent rates then the impoted brands. Manufactured to T.S.O.
C23b (CAO 103. 18) specifications by an approved Class "A" Parachute
Rigger with over 15 years experience in Parachute Free Fall Operations.
Offering the largest rang of reserve parachutes available, 8 sizes for
H/Gliders, 4 sizes for Paragliders, including Tandem reserves. All sizes
can also be titted with Pulled Down Apex. -

Prices from: S450 (SAVE SIOO)
WA TERPACK, a 2 Itr backpack water container for X-country flights.
Manufactured from tough light weight materials. More effectively
insulated then the imported brands. With one year warranty.

Price: S65

(SAVE S30)

SJoSTRoM VARIO/AI.TIMETER MODEL VA, the most popular and
reliable unit available in Australia with a back up service un-matched by
any imported product . Excels in marginal lift conditions. Fast, sensitive
analogue vario. Averager, high resolution audio, compact, resilient and
shower proof. Easy in-night control, altimeter in 2ft increments,
convert able to metric. Mounting bracket included. With two year
warranty .

Price on application (or best price around
'303' PROTECTANT, a spray on UV protection for your glider or
paraglider. Extends the life of the your sail cloth and inhibits mildew.
ReSlores faded sail coth colours. A litre will give 2 years protection.

Price: S26 per litre
• All prices plus meght and while stocks la st

PHONE: (042) 971923 or (018) 421 989
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instruments new prop $17,000 ono also
Airborne EDGE , BMW burgundy, 10 mths & 65 hrs
old, full instruments, ex cond magenta LE, dk blue &
magenta US. This Trike looks really pretty save
$3500 on new price $17,500 ono also
Airborne EDGE, immac cond ferarri red base, 10
mths old, 112 hrs total time, this trike has everything;
quiet kit, remote chokes , tacho, compass, dual
EGrs, water temp, plus brand new wing, save over
$4000 on the new price, bargain at $17,500 call
LUKE to arrange a test flight on 02 8745260 or 018
446771
Mlulon 170 (nov) all ex cond low flying time $1600
ono +
Pod & helmet $350 ono +
Mar. 150 (nov) all ex cond low flying time $1300 ono

+
Pod & helmet $350 ono ph Philippe or Fiona 02
2613477 W, 5289304 H
Blitz 137 (exp intI white LE pink US orange TS 30
hrs airtime ex cond $2500 ono ph Jo
066872158 or 075 914304

never used ideal for beginner to sport $400 ono ph
042941656
Tandem glider (rec. endorse) Pacific Airwave
Double Vision 215 certified to 420 Ibs well cared for
with complete manual & maintenance log (keel extension with wheels avail) gc $2650 ono ph Neil
Mersham 066 853178
Aero 170 Race (int) fully faired blue/pink US white
LE VB 95 hrs $1800 ono also
Air Support Escape pod harness blue/pink suit
5' 10' $400 also
Parachute to suit $300 also
Afro 8000 flight deck total energy vario digital altimeter LID computer $400 ph Peter Boyne 02
7961298 AH, 2877869 W
Xact harness suit 6' as new offers ph Greg 018
494377 or 049 498023
PA parachute & 652 Instruments ph Greg 018
494377 or 049 498023

Blitz 146 (exp intI white LE purpla
TE purple & white US kevlar TE flies
great looks great $2600 incl new
Forrest Park Wedgie harness absolutely brand new valued @$800+
will sell harness separately ph
Wayne 049 292175

Sting 154 (int) only 20 hrs slick kevlar LE speed bar
navy blue & orange sail 2 spare uprights ex cond A
v gd buy @ $2400 ph 042 943701
XT 1155 (int) I have owned this glider since new it is
1 yr old has 80 hrs airtime & is in ex cond price $2300
neg ph 02 9188187

Tandem paragliding - photo by Ben Leonard
Dream 220 tandem glider all white gc also
Foil 160B Racer (int) gc $1200 ph Jamie 018
696523
Arrow" trike wing blue fluoro green & white has
extremely low hrs ex cond $3000 ono also
AirBorne trike & single seat wing (Swift) gd cond no
motor $2000 ono also
AirBorne trike with Edge wing blue grey & white
Buzzard base motor 503 dual ignition 40 hrs 'C' type
gearbox pod spats big wheels Edge seat frame &
seat altimeter & speedo after muffler vgc $10000
AUF reg 10-1330 ph 068 521379 AH
Mars170 (nov) all white with pink US vgc $1 000 also
Podllte with High Energy Sports Chute 20 hrs use
as new suit5'8'-5'9' pilot $700 ph John 042618028

Aero 145 (int) ex cond no marks fluoro pink LE sky
blue & white US $2400 ono ph Maderson 044
728192,729147,018630474

Paraglider Edel Space 27 sqm safe top perf int wing
90-120 kg 4 risers & speed system $2200 with harness ph Mike 02 5603070 AH

Blitz 155 (exp intI white lilac & It blue kevlar LE & TE
low hrs flies beautifully ex cond $2800 also
Blitz 155 (exp intI red black grey & white cruises
nicely $1400 ph Alaric 049 430674

Gyro 160 (nov), blue LE, blue T/E, pink centre section, greatcond suitfemale pilot$9000no urgent sale
ph Jo-ann 02 5242068 leave message

Mars 170 (nov) flies well $550 ph 02 4515937
PA parachute yellow 18 gore new bridle well kept
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Combat 139 (int) gd cond $2300 ono ph Marjorie 070
953325, 921316 AH, 953857 fax
XT 165 (int) top cond speed bar fluoro yellow LE
black & pink US looks new flies great batten profile
& owners manual $2250 ph 074 645548 AH, 018
156001 BH

W

XS 1159 (exp int) suit big guy/girl nice colours reas
cond $850 ph Craig 02 9051609

Stlng154 (int) only 12 mths old inas newcondspeed
bar blue LE white TS orange US $2400 or best offer
ph TIm 02 3110644

Moyes Xtrallte 147 (exp intI 3 mths old brand new
cond must sell going OS great colours sacrifice
$4250 ph 070 519392

Flytec 3005 varlo brand new $625
also
pod type harness black with
coloured stripes suit 5'6'~' + helmet
both near new cond $400 also
ICOM head set suit any helmet new
$75 ph Greg 07 2021043 or 8121269

Over Stocked High Performance Sale Will trade
intermediate gliders on any of these:
Foil Combat 152 100 genuine hrs, well looked after
orange LE blue & orange US sell@$1800.00 (below
traded cost)
Blitz 146 Kevlar LE & TE 50 hrs the sweetest Blitz
you'll fly HOT COLOURS $2200 .00
Desire 151 new demo 10 hrs immac $4200.00
Blade 153 mint blue mylar sail quick set up base bar
top cond demo $3900.00 Trade up now, we have
students looking for gliders urgently!!! Ph Joe Scott
06684 3616

Moyes Mission 170 (nov) vgc manual & batten
profile sacrificed @ $1550 ono ph Paul 043 341919

XS 155 (exp intI yellow scrim LE white TS blue &
aqua US has new pull back system & luff lines fitted
has no flutters low hrs in gd cond $1700 also
Ball varlo 651 in pc $350 ph David 07 3441405 W,
07 2083800 AH after 6pm

Blitz 155 (exp int) ex cond purple LE
& TE pink & blue US $2000 also
Tandem glider Pacific Airwave
Double Vision 21530 hrs airtime as
new $3700 also
o Scott Racer harness suit pilot 5'8'
fluoro green & black with chute gd
cond $800 ph Bryan 079 287858 AH

Sting XC 166 (int) fluoro yellow LE
grey & white TE pod harness suit
6' & chute, flying sultall in top cond
$2800 ono ph 049 635398

XS 142 (exp int) fluoro orange LE purple US power
rib TS low hrs vgc pod harness Ball vario
Electrophone radio all going cheap ph Richard (02)
3276362 H, 2353033 W

Blitz 1415 (exp intI nota yrold 60 hrs gd cond orange
grey US $1880 ex 1st high perform glider also
Aero 170 (int) 40 hrs It blue/pink only $1750 ph 075
991363

Blade 153 (exp intI only flown 2 days
with 3 hrs airtime new price $4500 5500 make an offer around $4000 ph
Steve Johnson 074 942527 or 018
060971

European body bag harness
small $200 ono ph Jo 066 872158
or 075 914304

Trike XC Buzzard Tl.2050 has 115
hrs, Edge wing 15 hrs airtime red
white blue TS red fluoro green t.
white US Rotax 532 engine water
cooled with wooden prop also pod
spat. Instruments long range
fuel tanks incl registered trailer also
BMW helmet flying suit gloves
wall bracket. for wing storage &
roof rack. for vehicle inspected by
Air Borne price $8000 ono ph 043 234609

Queensland

Sting 154 XC (int) fa ired uprights vg red mylar TE
purple LE white MS fluoro yellow US $2800 ph Derek
02 9813439, 018 040519
Xtralite 147 (exp intI 2 shades purple US white mylar
TS white LE flown 1 season ex cond $3900 ph 02
9051609 H, 4519022 W

South Australia
Foil 139 Combat" (int) white LE grey & aqua US
low hrs 1 yr old glider in Mt Beauty for test flying
$2500 ono ph Birgit 08 2721337 AH or Dermot 057
572910
Mission 170 (int) ex cond low hrs profiles & manual
Ige pod & PA backup chute $2400 ono ph Davo 08
3322985

Moyes XL 165 (nov) new model
training glider 15 mths old ex cond
$1400 will freight also
Vision 170 (int) v low hrs with ex flying manners gd
cond $1300 also
Moye. XT 1155 (int) with great colours v little use just
traded up need a sale $2000 bargain also
Blackhawk pod harness suit med-Ige like new all
the storage & pockets needed just $400 for any of
the above ph 070 511340
GT11K> (int) blue red & white greatcond for old glider
suit big advancing pilot tight sail sleeved airframe
$600 or exchange for gd 'front entry' style harness to
suit 6'1' ph Andrew 07 8922753 or 018 879021
Moyes 150J Mars (nov) ex cond only 8 hrs flying
time orange white & It green complete with manual
& batten profile spare upright $1650 also
Sunshine Coast front entry harnellll 8 hrs flying
time suit 5'4' ex cond $400 must sell going O/S ph
Matt 074914707
Combat 2 152 (int) gd cond $2300 also
Sjostrom Instruments gd cond $300 also
pod harness suit to 5'10' $250 also
PA chute $250 ph Mark 075 932462
Probe II gd cond pink/blue $400 ono ph 07 8071494
Moyes Mission (nov) gc nice bright colours ex 1st
glider comfortable pod harness & helmet get
started for $2200 ono for the lot ph Warren 07
3902598
Sting 154 (int) $2250 also
Combat 152 (int) $1500 also
XS 155 (exp intI $600 also
Xact 2 harness suit 175 cm $500 ph Dave 079
461157
Lindsay Ruddock vario digital altimeter QNH adj
sink alarm perf cond also
Icom IC40G UHF radio 40 ch/memory scan 5w plus
accessories ph 079 793414
Mars 150 (nov) gd cond $900 ono ph Glenn 079
225040 W , 227947 H
Oxygen cylinder Mountain High 240 Itr on/off flow

SKYSAILOR

switch & nasal canula $300 ono also
Braunlger varia/altimeter AV comp model with full
range of functions & barograph brand new make an
offer also
XS 142 (exp int) 2 yr old beautiful handling $2200
ono contact Helen 075 739205 or 324874

Victoria
Mission 170 (nov) green LE white TE red US new
side wires gd cond incl batten profile & sm wheels
$1600 also
Pod harnesll Ige blue $350 also
Emergency chute $400 also
M20 Ball varia $200 The lot $2400 ph Dean 060
414243
XS 142 (exp int) ex cond 28 hrs airtime $3000 also
Fall 150B Racer (int) low hrs ex cond $1300 both
gliders need to be seen to be appreciated ph 051
339258
XS 155 (exp int) bargain buy 4 oz & power rib wh sail
orange scrim LE & TE king post hang flies well any
reasonable offer accepted ph 059 786388 or 018
390560
Combat 2152 (int) LE sleeves & extra half battens
purple LE pink & purple US ex cond $2700 ph Phil
060562885
Trike Edge T2 .2511 grey LE wh MS orange & grey
US with white trike base GSC timber prop C-type
gearbox full instruments new heavy duty wing cover
plus FULL Airborne covers lots of new parts &
receipts $12500 ono or $13500 with lessons to
SOLO! also
Blitz 146 (exp int) mauve & lilac sail with white mylar
LE & TE vg cond with rubber backed uprights (1
spare) new side wires & heavy duty bag $2400 ono
ask for Jason 057 551724 or 018 570168
Aero 170 (int) ex cond perfect 1st glider less than 40
hrs lilac LE orange/purple US spare uprights &
wheels $2200 ph 034284046 H, 6342536 W
3 x Mars 170 (nov) all with fully replaced lower
rigging wires plus new uprights $600 ea 057 501174
GTR 162 (int) white MS blue LE white & yellow US

gd cond $300 ph Hugh 037181920
Airborne Buzzard trike Tl .2048 Rotax 532 LC new
3 blade warp drive prop water temp CHT, ASI , ALT ,
Tacho , hour meter Arrow wing trailer $7500 ph
Robert 053981815 AH
Mission 170 (nov) vgc black LE white TS black US
with small blue triangle faired king post & uprights
speedbar spare round A -frame batten profile &
manual $1700 ono ph Hugh 03 7181920
Airborne Edge 582 T2.2562 full instruments Ivo
prop remote aerials 55 hrs full covers & trailer +
helmets & intercom ex cond $17500 ph 051 653365
@MKT BOY TXT = Fall 139 Combat 2 (int) low
airtime glider in ex cond like new a bargain @ $2300
ono test fly in Bright/Mt Beauty also
PA chute pulled down apex brand new $100 off
new price $450 ono ph Dermot 057 572910
XS 142 (exp int) ex cond low hrs white LE & TS lemon
& It blue US skies out well & has been treated with
much TLC ring $2200 ono Heather 057551503
XS 155 (exp int) gc keel hang point manual & batten
profile $1100 ph Geoff 052782174
Combat 152 (int) white MS grey & fluoro yellow US
ex cond $2300 also
Probe 160 $400 also
Sky Systemll pod harnellll & chute suit 5'6'-5' 10'
(med wide) vgc $500 also
Electrophone TX472D $300 ex cond ph 03
7445855
Fall 160B Racer (int) scrim LE & TE brand new sail
fluoro orange LE It green MS fluoro orange US white
TS combat bag new side nose & top wires immac
cond ideal 1st high perform glider bargain $1700 also
UHF hand held incl charger $300 also
UHF mobile radio Pearce Simpson UHF 2020 $350
ph Steve 03 4207881 BH, 5802768 AH

Sjostrom varia $400 also
Uvex helmet Ige $250 also
Helmet - beglnner'lI $30 also
Hall ASI & mount $30 also
Moyes front entry pod 20 hrs old It blue & black Ige
$600 also
High Energy Sports Reserve chute $350 incl free
re-pack also
Unlden Regency AR477 hand held radio $350 also
Fall 152C (int) white MS blue & pink US 15-20 hrs
old sleeved LE half battens $3000 ph 03 7619467 H,
7291008W

ACT
Gyro 145 (nov) blue Le white US & TE new flying
wires mylar LE gd cond $600 ph 06 2940537
World beater 151 (int) v low hrs great kite v clean
ultraweave & kevlar TE so will never stretch $1500
ono also
Cocoon harnesll suit 5'11' & chute $500 also
2 x Electrophone UHF 40 ch TX475S as new cond
$400 ea or the lotfor $2500 ph Ross 06 241564
Aero 165 Racer (int) white LE white MS lilac & fluoro
yellow US fully optioned with VG faired uprights &
speed bar spare faired upright low hrs ex cond $2200
ono upgrading to a new wing also
Electrophone TX475 UHF car radio 6' & 8' aerials
coax ex cond $250 ph Roger 06 2477526 AH

Western Australia
Blitz 137 (exp int) urgent sale only 80 hrs old free
delivery to any city in Australia contact Airsports 09
3816053 for details
Moyell XR 145 (exp int) white scrim LE pink PR TE
orange yellow US ex cond 65 hrs approx $3000 ono
with 2 down tubes & base bar ph Andrew Humphries
094469850 H, 3221365 W

Moyes XT 165 (int) peach & grey US red LE gc
$2000 ph Wesley 03 8077942

Hang gliding varia RB original cond with needle and
acoustic readout $200 ph 093415271

Pegasus Quantum trike new 30 hrs 582 low noise
full instruments $25000 ph 03 5281755 BH, 057
991043 AH

Combat 2 152 (int) purple LE white with yellow &
black tiger stripes US comp sleeves & extra half
battens $2800 ono ph Clayton 097 341016 •

FASCINATION OF
OUR NEW LINE
ALTO VARIO BASIS
• Altimeter up to 5500 m (17500 tt) • Vario
analog/digital . Audio - ASI system
• Memo for 5 flights
ALTO VARIO CLASSICI
ALTO VARIO COMPETITION
• Easy to use with audio feedback keyboard
• Altimeter up to 10 000 m (30000 tt) • Audio - ASI system • Nomonal flight calculator
• TEK • Temperature indication • Speed
• 2 clocks • Memo fo r 25 flights
Additional flight recorder at COMPETITION
• Resolution 1 m(3ft)upto6000m(18000tt)
• Scan rate variable • 25 flights storable
max. 70 h • Speed values storable
• Parallel (Centronics) and serial (RS 232)
connector for printout

Australian Distributor:
12/30 Kalaroo Rd, Redhead NSW 2290, Tel: 049 499199, Fax: 049499395
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